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NEW YEAR MESSAGE OF THE SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR
Dear Readers, Distinguished Friends,
2007 has opened with important developments for the European Union (EU). Romania
and Bulgaria have joined bringing the size of the Union up from 25 to 27 nations, with a
population of 493 million people.
However, integration with the older members will not be easy. For example, just a
couple of months ago the European Commission criticized Bulgaria’s performance and
my own recent visit to Sofia underlined the difficulties. The city is full of boutiques but
selling second quality unsold Western European consumer goods. The transport,
communication and banking systems have serious defects so that the population has
little idea of what to expect after adhesion to the Common market. The Workshop on
“The Role of Cooperatives for SME Development” (Sofia, 12-15 October 2006)
organized by the Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation(BSEC) did not attract a single government official yet the situation regarding cooperatives in Bulgaria is worse than Armenia or Russia. More
worrying is the failure to get corruption and organized crime under control. ”People trafficking” is a major
EU concern. Yet, according to the Head of the Bucharest Organisation against Man-Trafficking up to September 2005, 200 criminals were arrested in Romania for forcing 1,400 women into sexual slavery abroad. In
Bulgaria the number is put at 4-5,000. Now Romania and Bulgaria are inside the EU, such criminal activity
can only be easier to achieve as a result of open circulation across state borders.
This raises questions about managing the enlargement process. Croatia is a country far down the road to
EU standards with considerable market preparedness and less corruption than the two newcomers but entry
has been postponed probably till 2010. In the circumstances, it is hard to comprehend the policies supported
by the political leaders in Brussels. It appears the national imperatives of the old EU members hold sway. In
France, voters denied plans for a new EU constitution. The public appears threatened by enlargement so
much so the French Government has promised its citizens a referendum on any future EU members and talks
of using veto powers to restrict membership. Turkey’s application to the EU has also stirred opposition, particularly in France, Germany and Austria. In this regard, I warmly welcome and support the words of Benedict
XVI on the crisis in values and the need to renew the Christian-Orthodox dialogue which should help to pave
the way to Turkey’s EU integration.
On the other hand multinational companies in the food industry (Auchan, CORA, M.E.G.A. TESCO and
LIDL) are spreading everywhere in Central and Eastern Europe at times with unfortunate results. For example, before Christmas in Törökbálint (Hungary) several warehouses of M.E.G.A were discovered with nearly
100 tons of re-labelled long expired, tainted meats and spoiled perishable foods so regulation of the EU market economy is a ‘must’. There can be no disagreement with EU administrative machinery. That is an organizational issue and there is no shortage of suggestions for reform where this may be needed.
The problem lies with psychology and a sense of belonging. Not only do we need to keep the colorful mosaic
of national identities represented by EU’s 27 countries but what about our pride in being European and how
can we build it? I recall when working for the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, US interns
were proud and always smiled that they were American though their US state affiliation was also important to
their identity. This sense of belonging is a central issue. We should be having multicultural and multidimensional background dialogues, not just among policymakers, and MPS but at the ‘grassroots’ among NGOs,
university students and other members of civil society. A truly successful EU can only rise from a sense of
equality among us, not that certain members are particularly privileged and can dictate to the majority. It
means that we all walk together as Europeans and this is not only an emotional imperative. Members of the
EU offer a huge competitive market capable of facing up to competition form the US and the Far East – the
EU is in the member states economic self interest. Enlargement that adds in all the Balkan countries and Turkey will only strengthen this position. Enlargement can also provide a bridge between the Christian and Muslim world offering greater security to Europe as a whole.
With these personal thoughts, I wish all ERENET Members and Readers of the ERENET Profile a
Happy and Prosperous New Year.
Dr. Szabó Antal, Scientific Director of ERENET
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LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM THE BUDAPEST ROUND TABLE
Szabó, Antal
Scientific Director of ERENET
E-mail: antal.szabo@gmail.com
Szirmai, Péter
Director of the Small Business Development Centre at the Corvinus University of Budapest
E-mail: peter.szirmai@uni-corvinus.hu
Navigare necesse est vivere non est necesse ("to sail is necessary; to live is not necessary") said the ancious
Romans during the late Republic in the 1st century BC, who, during a severe storm, commanded sailors to
bring food from Africa to Rome.
Undertaking/enterprising is necessary, it is a must in our globalized world today. The European Academy of Science and Art (EASA) – which makes every year round table discussions with the title of dialogue
among generations - made an important initiative, when decided to devote the 2006 Budapest Round Table
(further refer as BRT 2006) held on 10 November at the premises of the Hungaran Academy of Sciences to
the issue of Successful and Social Responsible Entrepreneurship. It was also a right decision to ask ERENET,
this young and fast growing Education and Research Network of Central European Universities and the
Corvinus University of Budapest to be a partner of this event and assist finding appropriate participants and
moderators to facilitate dialogue in this field. ERENET Secretariat called its Members, the YES for Europe as
well as YES for Hungary to delegate students and entrepreneurs experts. The Bank of Sweden Tercenterary
Foundation, Korral Partners A/S from Denmark, Atlantis Research Organization from Greece and the Hungarian National Commission for UNESCO provided financial assistance to organize this event.
The selection of the subject is very appropriate, because it is the time to wake up political and governmental
leaders to move from its lukewarm place the European economy, which is in the state of suspended animation
and promote entrepreneurship in order to make the new and enlarged Europe a favourable place to work and
live. Rediscovering the entrepreneurial spirit of Europe through better regulation, education, access to finance
and innovation are the primary goals. It is not accidental, that in November 2005, the young European entrepreneurs, the YES for Europe requested the European Parliament to stimulate EntrepreneurShip and lower the
sail with a stormy but well managed wind of change in the EU.
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) create the largest part of the European economy: the 23 million
SMEs provide some 75 million jobs and account for 99% of all enterprises. In some industries SMEs provide
up to 80% of the employment and they produce half of the EU’s global GDP. But the European SMEs are
facing also series of challenges. Since they are risk-taker, they are also vulnerable, often lacking the necessary
skills and do not have access to financing. They often hindered by red tape and administrative difficulties. A
survey shows that 60% of EU citizens have never considered setting up a business and 50% agree that one
should not start a business if there is a risk of failure. This figure is only 33% in the US. This mindset must be
changed. We need to create more favourable attitude towards entrepreneurship and promote honest, innovative and social responsible entrepreneurs by promoting them as a role model, awarding them, celebrating their
succes and presenting them as a good practice.
SME friendly policies become more important in the enlarged Europe to exploit the EU’s potential. Under
the new economic circumstances, the CEECs need sustainable and dynamic entrepreneurs, in particular young
ones at the beginning of their carriers. There is a need to promote greater awareness of a carrier as an entrepreneur and foster entrepreneurial mindsets including the promotion of responsible entrepreneurial practice.
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This time - more than 40 participants – entrepreneurs, start-ups and successful ones, venture capitalists, students and academicians from 13 countries sit at the Round Table. But the lively discussions soon had the audience involved.
The Round Table was proud to have two international experts to moderate the discussions. Both Professor
David Smallbone, - BSc (Econ), MSc, Hon PhD, Professor Small Business and Entrepreneurship and Associate Director of the Small Business Research Centre – SBRC – at the Kingston University – and Professor
János Vecsenyi, - Full Professor of Entrepreneurship at Budapest Corvinus University, Small Business Development Center and Head of Training and Development at GE Consumer Finance-Budapest Bank Hungary:
who you will see in the next session – are highly regarded in the field of entrepreneurship.
MAIN POINTS OF THE DISCUSSIONS
Methodology
Introducing the Round Table Professor Smallbone emphasizes the following issues:
i.
Analysing the features and behaviours of different actors at the European arena – academicians, businessmen, students and enterprise founders there is no blueprint on how to become successful entrepreneur.
ii.
Social responsibility is becoming an increasingly hot issue. However, it is not so obvious for small entrepreneurs than big companies.
iii.
Innovation is important for all businesses. It is much more complex and important than have new
technology.
iv.
It is important to share experiences and learning from the experiences of the others.
Professor Vecsenyi introduced 7 rules while participating in the debate:
i.
Exchange ideas and best practices based on your experiences;
ii.
Focus on the discussion question;
iii.
Do not read statements;
iv.
Give some opportunities to others – maximum 2 minutes to make an intervention;
v.
Everybody should introduce herself or himself;
vi.
Let have live discussions; and
vii.
Make fun.
The main points of discussions included the following
1. To be a successful entrepreneur (moderated by Prof. Vecsenyi):
What kind of personal qualities do you consider as important being a successful entrepreneur? How do you make best use of
emerging opportunities? What are the critical success factors (e.g. readiness to take risks, “think global/act local”, “doing the
right thing at the right moment”, business planning, utilization of quality and environment management standards, networking,
simultaneous co-operation and competition, etc)?
As a busy entrepreneur, how do you ensure the long-term competitiveness and continuity of your business?
Alain Belaen (Belgium) started his full service graphib design business with five clients, today he serves fifty
customers. More clients with more satisfaction means for him success.
Katalin Orbán (Hungary) started her business after graduation at the university. For her entrepreneurship became a real job. She feels that providing workplace for people with growing number of employees equal to be
a successful entrepreneur.
Péter Dankó (Hungary) mentioned that just learning from his clients that they are more different as their
competitors. Growth and expansion is also a measure of success.

4
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Katarina Jagic (Croatia) belives that both customers and employees satisfaction has to be taking place in order
to be successful. Investment into people is a must today.
Professor János Nagy (Belgium) stated that in the field of science successful entrepreneurs have to maintain
their profession at very high level.
Andrej Nabergoj (Slovenia) drew attention to the importance of the quality consiousness. If you like your
work, you can create new ideas. Happiness makes entrepreneurs to push their ideas. Not just making money is
your goal. Entrepreneurs like the style of freedom and profit migh harm this freedom.
Kristóf Schum (Hungary) developed the previous idea, that for him profit is just a number of the balance
sheet. A person can be successful even if his company is failed. Knowledge is not enough for succes, one has
to apply it in order to be a successful.
2. To be a socially responsible entrepreneur (moderated by Professor Smallbone):
How do you ensure the economic success of your business by the inclusion of social and environmental considerations - like energy
efficiency and pollution prevention, waste minimanisation and recycling - into your enterprise’s operation? In other worlds, how do
you satisfy customers’ demands, while also managing the justified and rightful expectations of other individuals and relevant bodies, such as employees, suppliers, the public authorities, the community around you, etc. How can this process bring direct benefit to
your business and secure your long-term sustainability?
Debbie Schmith (UK) feels the need to help to people. Phychology and sociology is important to build into
entrepreneurial undertaking.
Professor János Nagy explained the importance of corporate responsibility vis-à-vis their employees. In
nanotechnology, where he is working, the company test all things not to harm the employees in addition to
customers.
Katarina Jagic thinks that social responsibility expresses a harmonized relationship with customers, environment and the community.
Gábor Herczeg (Hungary), a venture-capitalist believes that diverse education is key to success. But the education is also a road to social responsibility. In spite of the fact, that many entrepreneurs in Hungary have higher
education, most of them are still lack of social reponsibility.
Attila Pethőe (Hungary) clearly described an increasing-decreasing welfare vis-à-vis increasing-decreasing
profit matrix. In this context increasing welfare for an entrepreneurs unambiguosly decreases the profit. In is
difficult to find a firm balance between these two terms.
Tosten Glasius (Denmark) presented social responsibility as a mix of values, business ethics and code, as well
as strong business arguments.
Gábor Herczeg mentioned that a venture-capitalist can chose between more or less social benefits. Legislation
is irrelevant in this respect. Governments does not provide public support, it prefer to increase taxes. Lobbying is important to raise awarness towards social responsibility.
3. To be young, creative, innovative entrepreneur (moderated by Prof. Vecsenyi):
How do you maintain focus on:
• critical issues: innovation as a substantive appearance of entrepreneurship; creativity and innovation in the enterprises; different types of innovation (product innovation, organizational innovation, social innovation, etc.)?
• potential innovative areas: informatics, communication engineering, biotechnology, etc.?
• relevant measures to optimize the performance and profit of your enterprise: spin off enterprises as special links between innovative entrepreneurs and educational institutes; creativity developer and creativity restricting educational methods; enterprise
development as innovative education developer method in higher education; etc.?

5
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Professor János Nagy expressed the need always to renew your company. You protect your business by patents, but far-east countries copy your goods. You must be always one step in from of your competitors.
Madi Sharma (UK), representative of the President and Member of the European Economic and Social
Committee, CEO of the MADI group of companies, started her business in the food industry using tailormade cookies and other food products leaving aside modern mahinery. New products came our with new idea
by identifying the market nich. Innovation perseption is to use broads thigs but developing new methods and
new flavour from old ingredients.
Andrej Nabergoj drew attention of the participants, that in the field of IT you can compete only with skills,
managements and marketing. Business modelling is the playfield when his company acts. Management, marketing and business models are new field for innovation. He is practicing using DJs technology in modern
business managements mixing various methods like the DJ does in disco.
Karatina Jagic explained the contradiction between innovators and entrepreneurs. Many innovator has no idea
how to convert their ideas into marketable products or services. Business associations and business support
institutions have to provide assistance machmaking innovators and entrepreneurs like in a cluster.
One participants emphasized the difference between Europe and US in the field of „you can do it” attitude
doing thigs in different manner in order to make your life more simple and benefit for the society. Innovation
always reflect the place where it does come from.
4. Lessons to learn from successful young and socially responsible entrepreneurs (moderated by Professor Smallbone):
•

Success stories?

•

Successful entrepreneurs as “role model”?

•

How could an entrepreneur and an enterprise become creative and successful?

•

What is the message for future entrepreneurs?

•

What is the message for national and EU authorities?

Péter Ling (Switzerland) found patent as an important thing, which becomes more expensive in Europe. It
would be important to launch small patent programme promoting obtaining a patent for small firms in
Europe.
Márkus Gábor (Hungary) summarized a result on a survey of the attitude of Hungarian university students
towards entrepreneurship. Out of 3,300 students only 4 have been created enterprises. In social sciences students replied that entrepreneurship is an option to solve unemployment. Students in business administration
prefer to be an employee as compared to be en entrepreneur.
Participants emphasized the major steps improving sharing experiences and transferring the knowledge and
skills from entrepreneurs to students as following:
 Organizing mentoring programmes for students;
 Organizing livehood discussions between entrepreneurs and students like the Budapest Round Table;
 Fostering cooperation among SMEs to exchange their experiences;
 Put into practice the experiences of US entrepreneurs realizing their dreams, boosting changes and
learning from own failours;
 Set up business incubators for start-ups.

6
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Krisztián Csapó (Hungary) suggested to elabtoarte local best practice studies to build into entrepreneurship
curricula.
Katia Marchesin (Italy) indicated that company acts between government and civil society. However, only enterprises can create wealth.
Zoltán Nagy (Romania) complained that students in Romanian universities are learning theory only and real
life situation is laching.
Stefanidis Andreas (Greece) complained too, that majority of the Greek professors are linked to government
and policymakers and do not have entreprenerial approaches and orientation.
Last but not least Patrick Huyghe (Belgium), Director of the Sintra West emphasized the importance of
education and training. Entrepreneurship should be trained by people being in business, not university
professors. For determination of government policies and regulations business people should be involved.
CONCLUSION
Professor Vecsenyi summarizing the Round Table made the following points:
1. Participants expressed their views concerning company success the important of their growth both at
the domestic as well as at international market depending on the orientation of the enterprise. For the
European entrepreneurs one task is growing cross-boarder business with neighbouring countries.
2. Talking about how to teach entrepreneurship one question is relevant whether a professor can teach
entrepreneurship. It is similar to the question whether an ornithologist can fly? However, if somebody
can teach how the bird flies, perhaps somebody getting knowledge on enterprise and entrepreneurship can try to be an entrepreneur.
3. Emphasis was made on the importance of creating network of students and professors on entrepreneurship. International role models, exchange of students, development of international carriers could
lead to creation of cross boarder cooperation and enterprises.
4. It is important to mention the need for scientific and knowledge based foundations.
5. Last but not least we need resources including cooperation with your partners and your businesses,
training the employees. Cooperation, partnering and utilization of resources are the key words.
Professor Smallbone highlighted that
1. Successful entrepreneurs are rather outward looking and good networkers supported by research opportunities.
2. Small enterprises do not get full benefit from social responsibility; it is rather cost for them than advantages.
3. Business perspective innovation links to competition doing changes permanently. Generate employment through innovation.
4. We should share good practice. In Europe there is lot of teaching methods.

7
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5. Entrepreneurship is an individual self-help program from bottom-up and linking to other local partners this finally could foster also international business.
6. Lobbying is important in fostering entrepreneurship.
7. In generally it is important avoiding failures. However, do not afraid making failures.
8. Diversity in business is strength. Britain is a multinational society. Innovation and creativity from different culture and background look at business at most different way and create a strong business environment.
Antal Szabo, Scientific Director of ERENET, is his closing remarks highlighted, that we are living in the age
of entrepreneurship, when education institutions experiencing from schools to academy degrees. Entrepreneurial education has been getting more important and number of colleges and universities offering at least
one course in entrepreneurship each year. Still the curriculum in different and in many cases they are in pilot
phases. The Bologna process is still in pilot phase and long way to go to be a success story.
The UN and the EU launched the new slogan: the Corporate Social Responsibility. Governments and societies wish multinationals and corporations to promote the public interest. The civil society today afraid that
“the post-Enron worriers” with their corrupt managers has become a dangerous mix of power and unaccountability. Corporate social responsibility might offer today an answer to that concern. However, majority
of the multinationals have only one desire: to promote their own and their owner’s interests, underlined by
Antal Szabo. Deregulations and trade liberalization will not respect neither environmental nor social interest
without being compelled by government and the civil society to do so.
ERENET, as an open-ended network, will further deal with the subject of the Round Table, cooperate with
other institutions in this area, undertake specific cooperative projects, and to, broadly speaking, contribute to
the common intellectual capital in this field.
The Budapest Round Table adopted a Memorandum, dedicated to Professor László Sólyom, President of
Hungary, and the European Economic and Social Committee, which was presented by Dr. Gilbert Fayl, Secretary of External Affairs of EASA, the organizer of the event. This Memorandum see in the news session of
the ERENET PROFILE Vol.II, Nr. 5.
EASA forwarded the summary on the BRT 2006 prepared on DVD to European politics, decision-makers,
universities in order to motivated them while taking economic decisions.
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RESPECT FOR ENTREPRENEURS IN THE SOCIETY +
Urbán, László
Director
National Bank of Hungary
E-mail: urbanfam@axelero.hu
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would like to say a few words about the issue of respect for entrepreneurs in a society.
Do people want their kids to grow up becoming an entrepreneur?
Some may do, but we can not say that it is a widely desired career path across societies. Why is that?
Without a doubt, entrepreneurs are independent-minded personalities, risk-takers, who at the same time do
not take bureaucratic red tape very well. Oh yeh, and they all want to make a lot of money… and are very
creative in finding ways to achieve their goals, at least the successful ones.
These are qualities that even large business organizations have learned to value, but tipically these kind of
people prefer to work in small, informal organizations where they are the boss. These are organizations without the corporate governance problem; the manager is fully dedicated to maximize the shareholders’ value,
since they are the same person!
Nevertheless, the connotation of the word „entrepreneur” appears to be significantly different in the US in
Western Europe and in our region.
In the US it means the self-made man who is a positive role model. In Western Europe the meaning is more
ambigueous, it refers to a somewhat eccentric personality who does not fit well with others, at least not in the
usual forms of bureaucratic workplace organisations. In Eastern Europe the term can have seriously dark undertones, sometimes even borderline criminal, involving at least creative tax-avoidance.
We all would like to change these perceptions towards respect and acknowledgement, but how can we do
that?
Why are these social perceptions not more positive/particularly in our part of the world?
- We often refer to culture and history that certainly plays a role. However, there might be influential
factors at work which are visible every day.
- In Hungary, the No.1. incentive to become an entrepreneur is to avoid the extremely high taxation
of earnings, and due to the inefficient tax administration, it pays off pretty well. Nevertheless, it does not earn
high respect from those employees who do pay their high tax burden.
- Our school system does not value independent and creative thinking in general. It values simple reproduction of information instead. The sugestion that it could offer to kids at school entrepreneurial activities,
electable courses, clubs ont he sublject, appears to be beyond reeach. I am personally not advocating mandatory courses on entrepreneurship to change this situation, only the avaliability of elective courses within the
+

This speech was held at the ceremonial dinner of the participants of the Budapest Round Table held on 1o November 2oo6 at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
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curriculum. Partly because it does not fit everybody’s personality, but moreover, because it should be fun and
that means voluntary. I would like to call your attention to the efforts of the Junior Achievement Magyarország Foundation, who have been working relentlessly for about ten years now on tons of projects from organizing school fairs for student-entrepreneurs, arranging face-to-face meetings between students and adult enterpreneurs, and summer camps on business subjects in order to bring the idea and practice of entrepreneurship closer to over 10 thousand kids in high schools and even in elementary schools. These are the kind of
grass-root efforts with voluntary participation of teachers and personal involvement of entrepreneurs that can
make it an attractive career option for more and more kids. A mandatory course with disinterested and uninformed teachers could be rather counter-productive.
- When we are talking about social perceptions and how to change them, I would like to highlight one
thing: what are the major factors that lead to entrepreneurial success in a society?
Successful entrepreneurs have made a lot of money, that is probably their most important success criteria.
However, social perception of them as role models depends predominantly on how have they made all that
money? It may be natural to expect a certain level of grudge towards the well-off in any society, but it makes a
huge difference, what was the success primarily built upon? Is it due to cronyism, „connections”, insider information, tax-avoidance or even corruption? These practices may not be punishable within a given legal
framework, but it will not lead to widespread social respect and acknowledgement! People may envy the rich
cheaters who have not been caught by the law, but they do not respect them as positive role models!
Instead, people need to see entrepreneurs around them as hard-working and honest tax-paying citizens in order to feel respect towards them.
It would help, if the legal system would be capable of sorting out abusive behavior and make it legally punishable, but apparently this will take a while to achieve.
In the meantime, the best way to earn respect for entrepreneurship in any country is to show and celebrate
examples, when hard, honest work and creative ideas together lead to success.
It is my conviction, that the more it is true in a given society, that typical entrepreneurial success is built upon
hard honest work, the higher will be their social standing as role models.

10
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE AND THE BUDAPEST ROUND TABLE 2006:
THE EXPERIENCE OF A PSYCHOLOGY PHD STUDENT
Smith, Debbie
Kingston University, UK
E-mail: K0412652@kingston.ac.uk
I was first introduced to the exciting world of enterprise in 2005. As a psychology Ph.D. student this
is not something I have ever experienced during my university studies. To be honest the whole experience
started a little light-heartedly but then progressed to become a very worthwhile and enjoyable experience. As
a Ph.D. student I have to attend compulsory training days, one of which introduced me to an enterprise competition. The competition was the annual Bright Ideas competition run by WestFocus. WestFocus is a consortium of seven South West London universities (Brunel; Kingston; Roehampton; Royal Holloway; St
George’s; Thames Valley and Westminster) that works with local businesses and the community with the aim
of having a positive impact on the regional economy.
The Bright Ideas competition was set up to enhance entrepreneurial thinking among students from all
disciplines within these seven universities by providing a fun and supportive environment to explore their
novel ideas, and to gain the confidence to design and promote these ideas. I began the training day not knowing anything about Bright Ideas and enterprise; initially thinking it could be a waste of my time. However, to
my surprise by the end of the day my brain was buzzing with numerous enterprising ideas and with the
thought that I might be able to make some money; a need for any student! A colleague (Natasha Coppins also a psychology Ph.D. student) and I entered two enterprise ideas into the Bright Ideas competition. The
first was a tool for measuring the tactile sensitivity of Braille readers and the second was a mobile text advice
service for young parents. Both ideas were developed during our Ph.D. research. My own idea was the mobile text advice service for young parents and this was borne of my realisation that there was, and still is, a
large gap between the services provided for young parents by health care professionals and the needs of this
particular client group. This often resulted in young parents not receiving the care that they were in desperate
need of. I, therefore, completed a needs assessment and then designed a form of support using a medium
that most young parents were comfortable with: a mobile phone. These ideas led to both of us winning two
of the ten first-prizes and £2000 – very good for a few hours work!
In addition, we were also made aware of another university-based enterprise competition and then
went on to enter my social enterprise idea. The Make a Difference competition is run by The South East
England Development Agency (SEEDA). SEEDA is the Regional Development Agency for the South East
of England, and is responsible for the sustainable economic development and regeneration of this area of
England. The MAD ideas competition encourages people to enter ideas that make a difference to society by
making a positive change either locally, nationally or internationally by impacting on social, economic and environmental issues. I won third prize in the regional heats and was provided with a mentor to aid me to devise a business plan to present my idea at the final. Unfortunately, I did not win the final, but I had a great
time competing and learned so much from Dr.David Stokes concerning social enterprise models. I was
amazed by the vast amount of support available to myself and other budding entrepreneurs.
I believe that university-run competitions such as these, which are open to all disciplines, are a superb
way to introduce students to the world of enterprise. I would never have learnt about enterprise if it were not
for these competitions and I would have missed out on developing the skills which I now feel are essential to
my future career. My perception of enterprise was simply that it was a money making concept; I did not expect my idea to be taken seriously as it is not a money making idea per se. It is, instead, an idea that I believe
would be hugely beneficial to a fairly small section of society. I think I have become more commercially
aware as a result of my experience of enterprise competitions and I have realised that I can apply my psychological knowledge to many more areas than I had previously thought - designing and running social enterprises being one of them.
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Another brilliant experience that has further enhanced my understanding and knowledge of enterprise
was the Round Table Discussion. At the end of last year I was luck enough to be invited to attend the Budapest Round Table – 10th November 2006. The day was titled ‘How to become a successful and socially responsible entrepreneur? Learn from experience’. The Budapest Round Table was organised by the Hungarian
Section of European Academy of Sciences and Arts, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Entrepreneurship Research and Education Network among Central-European Universities, Corvinus University Budapest, Hungarian National Commission for UNESCO and Budapest University of Technology and Economics. The
main aim of the round table was to discuss the issue of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in an attempt to stop EU countries from lagging behind their global competitors such as the USA. The discussion
was attended by students and entrepreneurs from 13 European countries - the discussion was moderated by
Professor David Smallbone (Kingston University) and Professor Janos Vecsenyi (Corvinus University, Hungary). I felt privileged to have attended the meeting as a student and to represent the UK. The main points of
discussion were based around how to be a successful entrepreneur, how to be a socially responsible entrepreneur, what it means to be a young, creative, innovative entrepreneur, and what lessons there are to learn from
successful young and socially responsible entrepreneurs. The discussion was very interesting with many ideas
and views of how to increase the number of SMEs in European countries. I learnt a lot from the discussion
about how enterprise is promoted and taught in other European Countries and also about how to be a success
in the world of enterprise by listening to the experiences of the entrepreneurs present at the meeting. I also
made many new friends and contacts in other European countries, it is always nice to hear and learn about the
experience of students in similar situations as myself. To top the day off I was asked by Dr. Gilbert Fayl
(General Secretary of International Affairs of the European Academy of Science and Art) to escort him to
present the memorandum of the discussion to the President’s office. The whole day was an amazing and truly
interesting experience and the setting was absolutely spectacular.
I am currently busy writing up my PhD thesis so I have decided to not take my social enterprise idea
forward at the moment. However, once I have finished I would love to continue with my enterprise – I find
myself constantly coming up with new ideas! I am sure that I will use the enterprise knowledge and experience that I have learnt over the past year in my future career as a Health Psychologist – especially when I am
designing prevention or support interventions based on my research findings. I am so pleased to have had
this experience and feel that my future work will benefit greatly, I would therefore like to say a big thank you
to WESTFOCUS (especially Dr.David Stokes and Martha Madour), SEEDA and everyone at ERENET (especially Dr.Szabo Antal and Gilbert Fayl).
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The Role of the SME Sector in Overall Economy
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are considered the main guarantee factors for social and economic
stability in Armenia. Actually SMEs represent industrial and processing enterprises, crafts, wholesale and retail
trade, farms, services and other sectors of economy. The SMEs support big companies by providing them
with more opportunities and act as suppliers or contractors/subcontractors for them.
During recent years, due to directed policy executed in SME sector the industrial decline and the increase in
unemployment rate in Armenia were substantially reduced. A significant economic increase has been achieved
in Armenia in the result of targeted and well-coordinated activities of the Armenian Government. The SME
development is paid special attention to.
Taking into consideration the role and strategic importance of SME in social and economic development of
the country, the SME support has been recognized by the Government of Armenian as one of the toppriority areas of economic development. Therefore, the Government of Armenia takes corresponding steps
towards its development, in particular, towards the creation and establishment of the SME State Promotion
System. We have achieved considerable results in this field. Development of SME sector in the regions (Marzes) of Armenia promotes the implementation of targeted regional policy and projects for the country.
In recent years small and medium entrepreneurship has become one of the most dynamic sectors of the Armenian economy.
The volume of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), which is the main indicator of economic development of the
country, at market prices in 2005 was 2 228 027,5 million AMD in comparison with 1 893 436.2 million AMD
in 2004. GDP growth rate in 2005 was 113.9 % instead of 110.1 % in 2004.
Growth of GDP in 2003, 2004 and 2005
Year

% instead of previous year

2003

113,9

2004

110,1

2005

113,9

SMEs have considerable input in generating GDP particularly in the spheres of trade, construction and services, as well as in industry.
In 2005 its share went up to 40%, which is twice as much as in 2000. This trend is continuing up to now.
The structure of GDP by SME and large enterprises in 2003, 2004 and 2005
1
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2003

2004

2005

SMEs

Large enterprises

SMEs

Large enterprises

SMEs

Large enterprises

36.5 %

63.5 %

38.6 %

61.4 %

40 %

60 %

The number of SME entities is increasing each year. At present there are more than120.000 SMEs. 71.562 out
of 123.951 SMEs are sole proprietors and 52.389 are legal entities functioning in almost all the economic
branches: beginning from commerce and ending with high technological production. The role of SME entities
in the job creation is obvious. Within the period of 2000-2005 more than 30 000 SMEs were set up, which
provided nearly 70,000 new jobs.
In 2005 more than 9500 new SMEs were registered that provided approximately 23,000 new jobs. Thus at
present SMEs make up 98% of the whole number of the registered enterprises, 48,3% of them are registered
in Yerevan and 51,7% – in the regions.
Year

SMEs (%)

Large enterprises (%)

End of 2003

97.6

2.4

End of 2004

97.8

2.2

End of 2005

97.9

2.1

Due to the official statistics the average number of economically active population in the Republic of Armenia
in 2005 was 1203.3 thousand of which the 91.9 % or 1105.3 thousand were employed in the economy.
Total number of employment
Year

Share of SMEs

2003

(% in total number of
employees)
31.0 %

2004
2005

Unemployment
Number of unemployed

% in total number of employed

1107.6

(Thousand man)
124.8

10.1

32.9 %

1110.9

114.8

9.4

34.0 %

1203.3

98.0

8.1

Number of economically active population
employed in economy
(Thousand man)

The share of employees engaged in the SME sector is 34% in comparison with 32.9% in 2004.
Year

Share of SMEs

Others

2003

31.0 %

69.0 %

2004

32.9 %

67.1 %

2005

34.0 %

66.0 %

The share of SMEs in the export of Armenia in 2005 made up nearly 16.4% in comparison with 15.7 % in
2004.
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Dynamics of foreign trade turnover in 2003, 2004 and 2005 by SMEs and Large enterprises:

2003
2004
2005

Export

Import

SMEs (%)

14.3

31.6

Total
foreign
trade turnover
25.4

Large (%)

85.7

68.4

74.6

SMEs (%)

15.7

34.8

28.2

Large (%)

84.3

65.2

71.8

SMEs (%)

16.4

36.1

29.0

Large (%)

83.6

63.9

71.0

The SME development index in Armenia calculated using the UNECE method is 171,9 in comparison with
147,8 in 2004 in comparison with 117,8 in 2004.
Concluding this part of research we can state that SMEs play considerable rule in both social and economic
structure of the country as by the number of enterprises and the share in employment as in GDP generation.
SME sphere has a crucial role in fostering economic growth, decreasing unemployment rate, reducing social
tension and softening disproportions in economic development between Yerevan and other regions of Armenia.
Based on analyses and data presented here we can conclude that Armenian economy and particularly SME
sphere have registered stable growth trends in recent few years.
The results of analyses presented above demonstrate growing trends in development of SME sphere in Armenia, but while analyzing calculated indicators more profoundly it becomes obvious that the upward trends
with regard to ensuring economic growth could be characterized as quantitative rather than qualitative.
Coming to the final conclusion, we can say that there is still a lot to do for the SME sphere development and
only after that we can talk about the real economic growth in Armenia caused by SME sphere development
that could be comparable not only to the level of economic development of the countries of our region but
also to the level of economic development of a number of developed and developing countries.
The Process of Establishment of Small Enterprises
The entrepreneur must register his/her business in the State Registration Office in order to do business legally
and develop free economic activity.
According to the Law of the Republic of Armenia on "State Registration of Companies" the Armenian businesses should pass a state registration procedure, which takes up to 5 working days starting from the day of
submitting an application for establishing a new business. In this sense, the state registration of companies is
considered as an obligatory requirement. Depending on its location (legal address) the new business has to
pass state registration by the local/district unit of the State Registration Office.
The registration procedure for typical companies, like trading companies, crafts and co-operatives is the same
as for the registration procedure of companies in general. It can be stated that taking into account the requirements of Armenian legislation all the legal entities (economic units) besides the sole proprietors (sole entrepreneurs) can be referred to as trading companies. In this sense Crafts can be included in the legal form:
Sole Proprietor (Sole Entrepreneur) and Co-operatives can be included in the legal form: Industrial Cooperatives.
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Some kind of entrepreneurial activities need to have a license. It concerns the specific type of entrepreneurial
activities, like: production and sales of exploding equipment and weapon, natural gas and electricity, foodstuffs, medical and pharmaceutical supplies, recycling and arrangement of dangerous wastes, operation of play
and night clubs, as well as provision of some kinds of services, like: banking operations, insurance, legal and
logistic operations, revision and audit of companies, provision of communication, customs intermediary activity, etc.
The Governmental Authority providing the licenses for typical entrepreneurial activities (besides some entrepreneurial activities, for which the licenses are provided by corresponding authorities) is the Ministry of Finance and Economy of RA. To acquire a license one should provide all necessary documents and submit
them in time to the Ministry of Finance and Economy of the Republic of Armenia. Along with this he/she
must pay a fixed amount as a state duty. In this case the license is issued within several working days.
The SME Support Infrastructure
In the Republic of Armenia SME Support Infrastructure consists of 5 main levels.
•
Policy development/maker
•
Policy implementation
•
Providing SME services
•
Defending SME’s interests (NGOs)
•
Support programs implementation by the international organizations.
THE SME SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE IN ARMENIA
1.
MINISTRY OF TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Responsible for Elaboration of SME Policy
2.
FOUNDATION “SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT
NATIONAL CENTRE OF ARMENIA” (SME DNC OF ARMENIA)
SME Support Agency Responsible for Implementation of SME Policy and SME support programs
3.
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
•
•
•

Armenian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Regional Chambers of Commerce and Industry (11)
Union of Manufacturers and Businessmen (Employers) of Armenia (UMB(E)A)
Armenian Merchants
4.
LOCAL BUSINESS SERVICE PROVIDERS
More then 100 private firms or Foundations
5.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND PROGRAMS
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WB, UNDP, OSCE, USAID, USDA, EU TASIC, GTZ, KFW, JICA and
Number of Microfinance organizations
MINISTRY OF TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
There is Small and Medium Entrepreneurship Section (division) within the Ministry of Trade and Economic
Development (MinTED) RoA (Republic of Armenia).
MinTED is responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing Small and Medium Entrepreneurship Development Policy and Strategy;
Developing the SME annual development programmers;
Permanently monitoring the Small and Medium Entrepreneurship sphere;
Permanently monitoring the implementation process of the SME development programmes;
Coordinating Small and Medium Entrepreneurship support projects.

NATIONAL SME AGENCY, ITS LEGAL STATUS, MANDATE AND MAIN PROGRAMMES
The Small and Medium Entrepreneurship Development National Centre (SME DNC) of Armenia was established in March 2002 under the Decree of the Government of Armenia. The legal status of SME DNA of
Armenia is Foundation (non commercial organization). SME DNC of Armenia has a head office in Yerevan
and 10 (ten) branches in all 10 (ten) regions (Marzes) of Armenia. It is governed by the Board of Trustees
consisting of representatives of governmental structures (5 members) and business community (7 members)
and the Executive Director.
The mission of SME DNC of Armenia is to support the development of SME sector, represent and advocate
the interests of SMEs by acting as a liaison between the State and business community.
The main responsibility of the SME DNC of Armenia is to implement SME development policy as well as
SME state support annual programs in Armenia.
The finance, of the activity of the SME DNC, comes from state budget of Armenia, within the scope of SME
state support annual programs. Some international donor organizations assist the SME DNC of Armenia too.
The SME DNC of Armenia is the first structure on nationwide level devoted to SME support and development.
The main partners of SME DNC of Armenia are ministers, other governmental organizations, Armenian
Commercial Banks and Non – Banking Financial Institutions, Non Governmental Organizations (NGO),
Business Service Providers (BSP) and International organizations.
The goals and objectives of SME DNC of Armenia are:
• Provide government support for the development of Small and Medium Entrepreneurship sector in
Armenia;
• Make business services available for Small and Medium Enterprises;
• Creation and development of Small and Medium Entrepreneurship support infrastructure to promote
the input of innovations and technologies and the increase of economic activity;
• Enforce cooperation with authorized organizations in order to eliminate Small and Medium Entrepreneurship barriers and create favorable legal environment;
• Actively cooperate with local and international organizations in order to coordinate and implement
Small and Medium Entrepreneurship support programmes;
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Provision of the local bank loan guarantees to Small and Medium Enterprises
Enlarge financial opportunities for SMEs;
Enhance knowledge of entrepreneurship and improve business skills;
Stimulate creation of new enterprises.

BUSINESS INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
In Armenia business information, advisory, and consultancy services have a history of nearly ten years.
They followed after formulating of the private sector and privatization. International business consulting and
auditing companies such as KPMG, Grant Thornton Amyot opened their branches in Armenia. Many local
consulting companies were founded. Some of them developed during the previous 5-6 years and they have
great authority not only among local businesses but they also provide services successfully for foreign businesses and investors. Dozens of business centers were founded by the support of EU TACIS project in almost all regional centers of Armenia. Those business centers are private companies or foundations. In the
following years many of them were closed because of the absence of the demand and professional stuff, especially in border regions. This sphere is in development stage; however most of them are located in Yerevan, in
the capital.
None of them is specialized in providing services for SMEs. Especially quality business services are not accessible for micro and small businesses. Micro and small businesses can make use of those services if there is
support which is mainly given by the international donor organizations and by the SME support state programs.
BUSINESS INCUBATORS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTERS ⁄ PARKS
Business Incubators and Techno-Parks don’t have long history In Armenia. There is no special law in Armenia, which will regulate the function of techno-parks and incubators. There is only one business incubator and
two techno-parks.
They are all located in Yerevan, the capital of Armenia.
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VIASPHERE Techno-park
The first Viasphere techno-park was founded in 2000 based on one of the privatized companies in Yerevan
and it is mainly specialized in providing premises for the companies working in the sphere of information
technology. It is a private company and sometimes it is supported by international donor organizations.
Viasphere Techno-park is a state of the first commercial technology park in Yerevan, Armenia, providing infrastructure to local startups and ICT companies worldwide looking to extend their core development offshore. Viasphere Techno-park is a wholly owned subsidiary of Viasphere International operating since July
2000 currently housing several US-based subsidiaries developing advanced technologies in variety of ICT
fields. The Techno-park is a hotspot of companies looking to capitalize on Armenia’s proven technical capabilities.
In addition to providing a vital bridge to Silicon Valley, USA, Viasphere Techno-park provides the facilities,
infrastructure and support services to companies for costeffective speed-to-market and scalability.
Viasphere Techno-park is highly regarded by the ICT community in Armenia as a center of excellence for
incubating and accelerating both overseas subsidiaries and local startups. The Techno-park interacts with
technical universities and institutes in area of advanced research with commercial applicability in Europe and
the US.
ENTERPRISE INCUBATION FOUNDATION (EIF)
Enterprise Incubation Foundation was founded by the project of the World Bank in 2002. It has a legal status
of a foundation. Three main directions of EIF services are: Business Services, Skills Development Services,
and Facility Services.
Business Services
EFI helps Armenian technology companies improve competitiveness in the global marketplace, build linkages
with business communities in key technology markets, attract local and foreign investors, and improve access
of local companies to knowledge and information on best practices and experience by providing business services and implementing various projects.
Skills Development Services
EIF is aimed at improving and further developing skills in IT and Hi-Tech sectors via organization of series of
trainings and initiation of special University projects to create learning partnerships between the industry and
universities
Facility Services
EIF provides technology companies with excellent facility and communications infrastructure to support their
daily operations.
ANDRON Techno-park
Andron techno-park is a Joint-Stock Company, with 100% state ownership based on which a new technopark was founded in 2004.
The Goals of Andron Techno Park are:
•
Design manufacture and maintenance of measuring and technological equipment,
•
Projection and analysis in engineering sphere ,
•
Support to start up businesses on creation of small enterprises implementing the chosen
innovative projects and programs,
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•
Contract-based provision of the small innovative enterprises with laboratory, testingmanufacturing resources, equipment, facilities for office use, manufacturing and study, as well as halls, auditoriums
and store-houses,
•
Provision of legal, financial, management, engineering, marketing, economic and other services to
small innovative enterprises,
•
Investments in innovations, scientific-technological projects and programs which are priority scientific-technological researches and projects implemented by the innovative enterprises involved in Techno
Park.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA AND REGIONAL CCIs
The activity of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Republic of Armenia is regulated by the Law
of RA on "Camber of Comers and Industry". The main goals and issues of the Chamber of Comers and Industry of the Republic of Armenia and regional Chambers are:
•
Protecting interests of businessmen and consumers;
•
Creating suitable environment for local businessmen and companies;
•
Assisting local and foreign companies in establishment trade and scientific relations;
•
Representation Armenians companies in foreign markets.
UNION OF MANUFACTURERS AND BUSINESSMEN (EMPLOYERS) OF ARMENIA UMB(E)A
The Union of Manufacturers and Businessmen (Employers) of Armenia (UMB(E)A) is the strongest organization protecting interests of the private companies. It is not specialized in especially protecting interests of
SME. Members of UMBA are almost all big businesses of Armenia. However the development of SME and
protecting its interests is considered to be one of the aims of UMB (E)A. The Union of Manufacturers and
Businessmen (Employers) of Armenia was founded on March 1996.
The activities of the UMB(E)A are directed to formation of auspicious business environment and protection
of the interests of business community.
The main goals of the Union are: promotion of development of the private sector, formation of business
community in Armenia, creation of favorable climate and public opinion for inflow of foreign investment, the
integration of Armenia into world economy.
''ARMENIAN MERCHANTS''
''Armenian Merchants'' Organization was founded in 1993 by group of businessmen and entrepreniours. The
organization has branches throughout 21 cities of the Republic of Armenhia with more then 700 members.
The strategy of the Organization is:
1.
Protect interests of the organization`s members
•
To collaborate with the legislative, state and local authorities,
•
To protect the interests of the members of organization in the court and governmental bodies.
2.
•
•

Create equal conditions
To support the polivy developed by state against shadow econimy, corruption, and patronage,
To assist in clarification and simplification of the Laws, and definition of their guarantee period,
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•

To co-operate with the mass media assist in highlighting the negative aspects of the economy.

3.
•
•
•
•
ideas.

Form a middle class in Armenia and increase its role in the economy
To provide legal and business consulting
To provide business management training
To develop mechanisms for creation of interrelations between businessmen,
To organize meetings and round tables between the businessmen for the exchange of experiences and
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Despite the large controversy on necessity for continuous and extensive government support to small and
medium entrepreneurship (SME) sector, the experience and history proved that the SME’s crucial role in the
social-economic upheaval of any country has been greatly enhanced in the result of purposeful state policy
thus opening new prospective for further development of this sector.
When the SME sector and its development in Armenia is the topic of discussion, it is worth starting from statistical data of 2005 sketched by means of a brief description of the SME’s role in generating social-economic
state of the country.
Over the last few years SME sector has turned into developing part of the Armenian economy. During this
period solid achievements have been gained. According to the state of things it has been not only increased
the number of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in private sector but also their share in generating the
country’s macroeconomic indicators. The statistical analysis of current state and trends of SME sector was
conduced for 2005 revealing to the followings:
In 2005 the number of SMEs in the total number of registered enterprises comprised 97.7%. At the end of
2005 most of the enterprises operating in Armenia (77.3%) were comprised from micro-enterprises. In 2005
34% of employees were employed by SMEs. The share of SME sector in GDP comprised 39.8%.
Likewise the share of foreign investments in SMEs reached to 36.8%. According to statistical analysis the participation of SME sector in export reached to 16.4%, although large enterprises are still dominating in foreign
trade2. Considering this issue it should be argued that one of the main reasons of the SME’s low share in the
mentioned macroeconomic indicator is connected with orientation to the internal market, since generating
part of Armenian SMEs is not able to satisfy the main requirements of external markets and continuously
faced with number of obstacles created mostly by legislative and bureaucratic features of export-import procedures.
Recognizing the need for the pursuit of the social-economic, well-being, given the significant role and strategic
meaning of SME in the economic development of Armenia, enhancement of employment and living standards, formation of the middle class as well as in ensuring social and political stability in the country, the Government of Armenia has declared this sector as a priority in economic development thus acting towards creation of sound support system of this sector. Although the SME state policy-making in Armenia has a short
history. Since 2000 it has been created legal environment for SME and starting from 2002 the SME support
system is being continually improved as well.
Analyzing the record of SME state policy in the country, it can be categorized as “support policy” deriving
from the fact that SME state support annual programs are the main policy tools in this sector. The main purpose of these programs is to continuously affect the enhancement of SME role in the social-economic and

2

“Small and Medium Entrepreneurship Sector in Armenia, 2004-2005” Reference Book, 2nd Edition, Yerevan-2006,
SME DNC of Armenia, OSCE office in Yerevan
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regional developments of the country. The elaboration and implementation of the programs is stipulated by
the Law “On SME State Support” (adopted on December 2000).
Taking into account the content and implementation policy of the programs one can find an obvious progress
in support volume and directions for various years’ programs, as well as selection of more targeted tools for
their implementation. In this content it is worth to point on programs’ achievements.
While analyzing the SME development program in Armenia for 2001, it is obvious that this program in spite
of having some implementation history had no achievement (the program was adopted on April 2001). One
of the 4 measures stipulated by the program was establishment of SME national fund tended to failure. Other
measures had a technical character such as preparation of SME statistical record; informational and consultative support to SMEs, vocational education and training support to SMEs, which were partly realized.
Indeed the program for 2002 apart from realizing the measures of the previous year had an utmost importance for structural clarification of the SME policy thus recording one of the key achievements in state policy.
By this program the Fund “Small and Medium Entrepreneurship Development National Center of Armenia
(SME DNC of Armenia) was established by the Governmental decree for the purpose of implementing the
SME state policy in Armenia.
The scope of the support policy in the country was enlarged by the program of 2003. Apart from previous
years’ program measures a new program measure was crafted: support for application of innovations, modern
technologies and quality control standards (ISO 9000 series) into SMEs. By the program of 2003 a financial
support scheme (provision of credit guarantees) was envisaged as well as the process for establishment of
SME DNC regional branches was initiated.
Starting from 2003 the state programs have been renamed as “SME State Support Annual Programs”. From
the analytical point of view the new name of these programs deals with clarification of the main functions of
the Government towards SME sector.
The main achievement of SME State Support Program for 2004 was creation of the technopark in Yerevan
city as one of the main support infrastructure of innovative SMEs3. Also first attempt was made to support
start-ups by implementation of the program “Successful Start”. At the initial stages of the program it was only
envisaged technical assistance to start-ups via training, in the result of which number of new sole proprietors
should be registered in the country.
By the program for 2005 priority groups for support were determined: SMEs engaged in production, utilization of innovations and high technologies, export-oriented entities, start-ups, young and woman entrepreneurs, refugees. In the result of differentiation of support groups the state support was expected to become
more purposeful and targeted. The program for 2005 envisaged new support direction: assistance to promotion of goods/services of SMEs into markets. Besides, the process of creation of SME DNC network was
finalized thus having subsidiaries in every Armenian region.
The program for 2006 was a logical continuation of the previous year’s programs. The only “innovation” in
this program was application of new program measure: support to SMEs for protection of intellectual properly rights, standardization and certification. By this program the scope of target groups was enlarged thus
including disabled and unemployed people.
Starting from 2004 a new achievement for the programs as well as state policy has been recorded: the generating part of support was directed to the regions of Armenia having into consideration the necessity to raise
economic activity in the regions and to overcome economic discrepancy between regions and capital as well.

3

8 innovative SMEs operate in the Technopark
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For implementation of these programs funding was provided from the state budget as well as international
and foreign donor organizations dealing with SME support. According to the stipulations of the Law on
“SME State Support” funding for SME State Support Annual Programs is made from the state budget outlined with a separate item line.
The financial participation of state budget and partner (international, foreign and domestic) organizations in
the mentioned programs varied by years thus recording evidential progress (Diagram 1).
It is worth to mention that number of international and foreign organizations have been actively involved in
SME policy-making process. Nowadays the partner foreign and international organizations are United Nations Development Program in Armenia (UNDP), Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE), United States Agency for International Development (USAID), Japan International Cooperation
Agency (JICA), United Kingdom International Development Department (UK DFID), German Technical
Cooperation Organization (GTZ).

Diagram 1

Financial participation of state budget and partners (million Armenian drams)4

2006

350

2005

300

2004

234

2003

250

2002

110
52
111
44

20 20

state budget

int./foreign organizations

Although financial participation of the state is still far from being sufficient comparing with that of other
countries, but for achieving the desirable level it is imperative to reinforce and stabilize the SME support infrastructure in the country thought which support could be directed to the target, thus creating real business
opportunities for each supported SME.
Analyzing the state of support it is notable that during 2003-2006 more than 18000 SMEs received technical
and financial assistance in the scope of the SME state support annual programs, although the state support
was generally comprised from the technical assistance. In its turn about 80% of technical assistance derived
from business information (Table 1).
Generally speaking, the present record of programs/ implementation stands proof of readiness to continue
creating solid support system, which in its turn will secure stable growth of SMEs and enhance capacity for
their rational governance in order to justify state efforts.
4

1 USD= 360 AMD according to the Central Bank of RA (12/06)
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It has been recently adopted the program for 2007, which apart from enlarging existing program measures,
envisages number of effective tools for support. One of the key components of the program is amendment of
the “Successful Start” with financial support measure, as well as creation of a separate measure: leasing support to SMEs. The financial participation of the state will comprise 400 million AMD and it is envisaged an
active financial participation of international, foreign and domestic organizations.

Table 1

Financial and technical support provided to SMEs during 2003- 2006 in the scope of SME state support annual programs
No

1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
2.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8

Support Directions 1

Total support
Technical support
business information3
business consultancy
vocational education
and training
program of support to
start-ups
Other support7
Financial support

2003
Number of
SMEs provided
with support
4486
4486
3450
450
562

2004
Number of
SMEs provided
with support
4514
4505
3970
84
367

2005
Number of
SMEs provided
with support
4509
4455
3817
90
388

20062
Number of
SMEs provided
with support
4684
4597
3713
139
427

-

844

675

1316

24
-

9

93
54

187
938

In 2003 60%, in 2004 and 2005 more than 70% and in 2006 98% of support was directed to the regions of Armenia.
The data were calculated until 10 December 2006.
Informational support envisages publication and provision of informative and analytical materials, reference
books, brochures to SMEs.
In the result of the program 18 participants were registered as sole proprietors.
In the result of the program 13 participants were registered as sole proprietors.
In the result of the program 16 participants were registered as sole proprietors and legal entity.
SMEs were provided with technical support on packaging, labeling and designing, advertisement, participation in
exhibitions and trade fairs, application of quality control standards, creating web-sites and other directions, which
eventually assisted to increasing competitiveness of the output and credibility of SMEs in domestic and foreign
markets as well
87 SMEs were provided with credit guarantees and 6 start-ups apart from technical support were provided with
financial assistance in the scope the Program for support of Start-ups

We were talking about “evidential” achievements of each program. But there is no doubt that the real
achievements of the programs consider to positive changes from the SME’s and macroeconomic point of
view. The question is not only support to SMEs, but also to discover necessary changes in SMEs via support
programs. It means that the real achievements of the programs should be mostly connected with the positive
changes in behavior of SMEs and overall social-economic situation of the country. Trying to explain the
raised argument it should be implied that the agenda of building strong basis for SME state support is still not
complete in the country especially in light with identifying principal tools to overcome number of problems,
which hinder sustainable development of SME sector. Moreover, among the several pressing challenges the
overarching one is that of tackling financial and technical obstacles of SME sphere via more efficient measures in order to sustain stability and continuous logicality of the programs. To this concern it should be men-
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tioned that the results of the programs are not appraised in mature ways.5 The monitoring of the programs
only indicates the number of SMEs receiving state support and their regional and sectoral distribution as well,
which is not sufficient for identifying real results of the programs. Having into consideration the fact that
above-mentioned programs are the main policy tools of state policy, there is no doubt that the only mechanism “to measure” the productivity of state policy is the introduction of solid granting system for program
results. While analysing support points and results, the emphasis does not have to be on listing number of
SMEs and their contribution, but rather on identifying results connected to the goals and opportunities of
SME state support. They should rather introduce pernicious effects that would defeat their intended purpose
(Figure 1).
Following to the granting requirements the monitoring should be based on assessing of state policy impact on
SMEs and on social-economic situation as well. In this concern, effectiveness of the programs may be measured in various ways. First of all, it should be monitored the essential changes in social-economic indicators
directly related to program measures (enhancement of share of SME sector in GDP, employment, export). It
is also important to take into consideration the opinion of representatives of SMEs on the effects of the support received. The result of such a follow-up will create opportunities to not only discover the value-added
aspect of the programs, but also ineffective impact and take corrective measures when necessary.
Application of the robust granting practice for SME state support annual programs in Armenia will assuredly
create new opportunities for provision of “on demand” support to SMEs, which in turn will path a way to
more efficiently utilize the potential of SME sector in light with the social-economic development of the
country. It will also record the real effectiveness of the state incentive without distorting the market selfregulation system.

5

The programs have being elaborated and monitored by the Ministry of Trade and Economic Development of the
Republic of Armenia. The monitoring of these programs occurs on a monthly, quarterly, semester and annual basis in
the result of reporting by the SME DNC of Armenia.
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Figure 1 - Model of logicality of SME State Support Annual Programs
in Armenia

State Budget
Funding

SME State Support Annual Programs
Technical assistance

Financial assistance
Target SMEs
Results

-

Enhancement of turnover in SMEs
Solvation of financial problems of start-ups
Creation of new work places in SMEs
Promotion of investments and innovations in
SMEs
Promotion of foreign economic activity of
SMEs
Enhancement of qualification of human recourses in SMEs
Establishment and development of partnership linkages between SMEs and large enterprises
Enhancement of competitiveness of SMEs
Application of necessary equipments into
SMEs
Enhancement of product/service quality of
SMEs

- Increase of SME share in the
country’s GDP
- Employment raise
- Poverty alleviation
- New opportunities to launch
business
- Enhancement of business
activity in the regions
- Increase of tax incomes
- Minimization of non formal
activity
- Enhancement of SME’s share
in foreign trade
- Busting innovative activity in
the country
- Enhancement of the country’s
competitiveness
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THE PROCESS OF REGISTRATION OF ENTERPRISES
IN THE REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA
Iabanji, Iulia
Head of SME Department
Ministry of Economy and Trade (Republic of Moldova)
E-mail: iuliaiabanji@moldova.md
The Republic of Moldova, can boast, since 2002, a rather modern and efficient registration system which effectively operates as a „one stop system” incorporating various steps (registration proper, fiscal and statistical
codes and data) and the approval of the company’s name into one integrated electronic system at the State
Registration Chamber, which connects various regional offices in a „real time” computer network.
With this system, the number of formal steps was reduced from 13 to 2.
In addition, a modernization of the licensing process was initiated through a new Law on 24 June 2004. Economic entities are now exempted from the payment of the notary services for the mandatory legal certification
of documents required to obtain a license, and the whole process has been made simpler and faster: the number of activities which require a license has been reduced from 112 to 47 and some licensing has been decentralized to local authorities. The list of required documents has been also reduced (reduction from 255 to 126
for the 47 types of licensed activity i.e. an average of 3 per activity). New licensing conditions have been
elaborated for all types of activities.
Since 2002, new enterprises registering with the State Registration Chamber receive a National Identification
Number of a Legal Entity, which automatically becomes their fiscal code number and is stored in the electronic registry of Legal Entities. The information in the registry is then used by the fiscal and statistical bodies
to issue fiscal and statistical codes, thus simplifying the registration procedure by requiring only a single submission of necessary documents by the entrepreneur at the State Registration Chamber. Enterprises registered
before November 2002 are not required to be registered in accordance with new regulations. Instead they will
receive a National Identification Number when they apply to the State Registration Chamber to re-register or
make changes to registration documents.
In the course of the year 2004, the Government has introduced a number of initiatives designed to minimize
the costs of registration in terms of finance and time:
1.
One-stop shops have been set up the regional offices of the State Registration Chamber to deal with
applications and issuance of registration documents. This has simplified the procedure in the following ways:
9
The entrepreneur visits the regional office of the State Registration Chamber twice: to submit
his application for registration and to receive the registration certificate, the acts of constitution
and the enterprise’s stamp;
9
Fiscal and statistics codes, as well as approval of the enterprise’s name, are obtained by specialists in the regional offices;
9
At the moment of application for registration the entrepreneur receives consultancy services
provided by the competent specialists that issue also the acts of constitution;
9
Identification of the person is carried out through the “access” system of the State Population
Register to avoid registration of a phantom company;
9
Concurrently with the application for the enterprise’ registration they receive the order for the
manufacturing of the stamp (stamps);
9
Entrepreneur’s appointment with the state registration officer is strictly scheduled with the entrepreneur being notified in writing of the date and time of appointment. This has helped to
get rid of queues and long waiting times;
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9

2.

3.

Signatures of the founders – individuals on the enterprise’s constitution documents shall be authorized by the state registrar, to avoid use of a notary’s office;
9
The registration procedure before the creation of the “one stop-shop” comprised 13 stages, including State Registration Chamber, National Terminology Centre, Bank, Department of Statistics and Sociology, Fiscal Inspectorate, etc. Following the introduction of the “one stop-shop”
there are only two stages: the State Registration Chamber united 12 previous stages and only
the stage of going to the Bank to open an account remains;
New company registration takes a maximum 10 days, but upon request it can be completed in 3 days;
The State Registration Chamber has connected all the regional and territorial offices to a real-time
“on-line” system which optimizes the registration and post-registration processes. This has removed
the need for an entrepreneur to submit the application forms and to be present at the Main State Fiscal Inspectorate, Department of Statistics and Sociology, National Office for Social Insurance etc;
Following the enactment of legislation on enforcing the Law on Electronic Documentation and esignature, it should be possible to further minimize the flow of paper documents and to move gradually to the electronic registering of enterprises.

In order to register an enterprise, entrepreneurs have to pay a tax that is calculated on a sliding scale dependent upon the type of organizational form from 250 Lei up to 550 Lei (€14.346 - €31.54).
The value of the start-up capital which an enterprise has to submit at the moment of registration is established
by the legislation in force:
- The minimal amount of social capital of a Limited Liability Company is established by the Regulation
on the Economic Entities in Moldova approved in 1991 and constitutes at least three hundred minimum salaries (5,400 Lei or €309.64)
- The minimal amount of social capital of a Joint Stock Company established by the Law on Joint Stock
Companies dated 1997. According to the Law, the social capital of an open JSC cannot be less than
20,000 Lei, and of a closed JSC – not less than 10,000 Lei
The growth of registered enterprises and the decrease of the enterprises that stopped its activity constitute a
fact that demonstrates again that in the period of 2001-2005, the entrepreneurial climate in the Republic of
Moldova has considerably improved, and approximately 93 % of the total registered enterprises are active.
While till the year 2000 every second registered enterprise has stopped its activity in a short period of time.
At present, within the framework of the State Registration Chamber operate 10 registering centers, that activate in real-time “on-line” system and which serve entrepreneurs from all the country. The „on-line” activity
permits to perform: the verification of person’s identity in State Register of population, the existence of debts
towards national public budget, enterprise name approval at the National Center of Terminology, the assignation of statistical codes, the notice in Official Monitor of the Republic of Moldova, fiscal, statistical, medical
and social evidence.
Moreover, the entrepreneurs can get the acts of constitution, the enterprise’s stamp, consultations and open
banc account, under the condition of entrepreneurs’ manifestation.
This procedure begins with the deposition of the application for the registration and ends with receiving of
constituting acts, registering certificate and the stamp from the centers of deposition and receiving of documents. Entrepreneurs are not obliged to go to the involved institutions in the process of registering, the flow
of documents is assured electronically by the State Registration Chamber.

6

According to official Exchange rate of National Banc of Moldova on 11 December 2006: 1€=17.4398 MDL
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Beginning with March 2006, the State Registration Chamber created conditions for receiving orders for acts of
constitution perfecting of individual enterprises registering and obtain excerpts from the State Register
through Internet.
Accessing the site of the Ministry of Informational Development (www.mdi.gov.md), in the division Services
offered by State Registration Chamber, the applicant completes a standard form, pays all the necessary taxes
according to the mentioned account on the site, indicating the payment data in the application that is going to
be completed. Executing the orders through Internet in ordinary regime takes maximum 3 days in order to
supply the information, and for the registration of individual enterprise – 10 days. Once the e-signature system
will be implemented, all the services will be offered through Internet, inclusively for juridical persons, a fact
that will diminish considerably the cost and time for registration and consultations, which will take place without physical presence of entrepreneurs.
According to the State Register of Enterprises and Organizations Data on October 15, 2006, 130 622 of enterprises were registered, including (See the Figure below):
 62,971 - individual enterprises (IE);
 53,565 - limited liability companies (LLC);
 5,092 - joint stock companies (JSC);
 4,374 - cooperatives ( production cooperatives , consumer cooperatives, enterprise cooperatives)
(Coop);
 1,124 - state enterprises (SE);
 433 - municipality enterprises (ME);
 1,616 - representatives, filials;
 285 - noncommercial organizations;
 938 - others (collective companies, limited companies, and others).
As concerns the foreign companies registration, according to Moldovan legislation, a foreign company
may be registered as one of the following:
• Sole proprietorship;
• General partnership;
• Limited partnership;
• Limited liability company;
• Joint stock company;
• Co-operative;
• Leasehold enterprise
The new company must be registered at a local branch of the State Chamber of Registration of the Informational Technologies Department of Moldova, providing the following documents:
• Excerpt extract from the national trade register of the investor’s country of origin;
• Certificate of registration of foreign company;
• Documents of constitution of foreign company;
• Certificate of solvability issued by the foreign investor’s bank;
All documents must be translated in Romanian, signed by all founders and signatures have to be notarized
by public notary (if signatures are notarized abroad, then documents must be translated and legalized). The
registration period takes 3-10 days (max.) after presenting all the documents.
The registration fees are:
• Registration, acts of constitution, company name, publishing in Official Journal of the Chamber for State
Registration, approval of name and text on the stamp, authentification stamp: 53 USD
• Stamp tax: 2,5 USD
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INHOUSE ADJUSTMENT TO BE SUCCESSFUL ABROAD 7
Ibielski, Dieter
Presidential Counsellor
German Union of Small and Medium-sized Companies (UMU)
E-mail: Dieter.Ibielski@t-online.de
It is true, it is fact, and it is reality: mankind is increasingly exposed to a continuously and quickly altering environment that determines more or less every domain of our existence. This phenomenon is called "globalization"! In so far due to such a not only economically related development the business world is concerned, we
witness manifold liberalization steps and consequently multilateralism gaining ground owing to the - politically
caused – lowering or even removal of the barriers to international trade, on the one hand. and because of the
rapid technological advance, particularly in information dissemination, in communication or in transportation,
which reduce the expenditure and complexity of going abroad, on the other hand.
Globality - visible and tangible at the positively motivating example of the European Single Market - has already widely promoted the increase of cross-border purchase and sale, of outsourcing, subcontracting, supply
of ancillaries or components to large exporters and other measures aiming at an expansion of international
division of labour, that have become not only a common occurrence but also a business imperative.
SMEs have often demonstrated themselves equal to the challenges they face, and have proved as effective as
large companies in their reliable ability to operate in foreign regions. But more SMEs could be profitable exporters if they were properly stimulated, helped in acquiring the necessary skills, disposed to an adequate infrastructure of the operations and given the right advice and assistance.
Despite the facilitated access to the international marketplace the majority of smaller firms still do not dare
leave national boundaries to sell their products and services, thus putting themselves at a major disadvantage
compared with their competitors who have already opted for a more global business perspective.
In Germany, 17 % of SMEs transact nowadays their business abroad, according to a recent survey of the UW
State Bank Group. Another study reports that companies with up to 10 employees are export-focussed
around 21. Although a further growth of such an engagement can be expected, export undertakings are not a
trouble-free task but one that is hindered by numerous obstacles pertaining to internal organizational weaknesses, strategic business flaws, home-country deficiencies or host market problems.
In order to overcome the negative influence of export barriers, i.e. as those relating to information shortage,
quality and price competitiveness, foreign customer habits and also political protective hurdles, besides additional bottlenecks, it is crucial when reflecting on cross-border ideas to adjust beforehand all hitherto practised
inhouse proceedings to avoid costly setbacks. The manifold different conditions to master successfully exports require far-reaching conversion of traditional advancement at home.
If exporting would be regarded just as complementary or marginal matter in so far there exists availability of
production overhang, then this behaviour is only a short-sighted approach because not carefully installed of
long standing.

1 The 3rd European Day of Entrepreneurs in Croatia hosted by UMIS-SMEA, Zagreb, October 5-6, 2006
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Future-oriented entrepreneurship at the local level is thoroughly enabled to involve innovative action that
transcends domestic business and thus takes benefit of export opportunities. Younger owners or leaders of
SMEs who become conscious of the necessity that business diagnosis and therapy need international accomplishment, especially since competition is not any longer limited by national lines, distinguish themselves again
and again by an emergent strategy that evolves as management gradually assume their commitment to clients
in neighbour countries. The impulse, the encouragement for such an altered business policy is based on the
perception and the experience that the strength that has kept up SMEs to thrive in the shadow of large enterprises domestically gives them a strong edge of great promise in foreign markets.
In spite of limited (personnel and financial) resources the original competence of small enterprises is closely
matched to success requirements abroad as in key respects, known as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Small firms focus on selected market niches opposed to mass markets;
Small firms can work effectively with other small units since foreign markets attendance recommend partnerships or joint ventures;
Small firms exports to less ambitious markets meet customer interests in lower levels of product
equipment: areas that often are the forte of SMEs;
Small firms emphasize personal attention and service, precisely what customers observe as lacking
in big business approaches;
Small firms have the capability for quick decision making and response to market change in view
of new customer demands.

These hints, constituting the specification and qualification of small enterprises, enhance greatly their probability of being able to be busy at a profit abroad.
The results by which foreign markets are handled are primarily dependent on the presence of management
expertise that a SME is prepared respectively ready to invest in cross border performance. The simplest form
is the pure export of goods via trade agencies. The conditions on the realization are the lowest in this area.
Other forms of making use of foreign regions are reflected i.e. in co-operation agreements with like-minded
and suitable partners, what implies a far greater input by all means.
The aim of co-operation is to widen the product and service range on both sides as well as the mutual utilization of knowledge how to avoid or overcome export obstacles. It is to state that the procession in the direction of inter-firm co-operation has yet taken up noticeable speed. An increasing number of manufacturers
have realized that they can rise their return on investment by bundling up their initiatives according to the
motto "commonly we are stronger"'
In Germany, six of ten industries co-operate today with one or several partners by individual specialization in
complementary parts. Often co-operation contracts substitute own investment abroad by using the already
established affiliate in a foreign country on behalf of the collegial company.
Nevertheless, there exists still in many places reservation against a closer "team-work" because of fundamental
considerations. Around 40 % of the opponents give reasons for their retention that a togetherness narrows - rather essentially - the individual self-determination and independence. But, in so far cross-border
co-operation projects are practised, three quarters of the involved firms report that their expectations are positively fulfilled.
SMEs tend to tangle their main business relations with only one or two customers abroad. It may be easier for
smaller firms to strive for lasting contacts with a single client, whose requests are well known, whose confidence they can enjoy, and who provides them with substantial trading opportunities on a sustained basis.
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However, this excessive dependence puts them in a vulnerable situation and places them at the mercy of the
importer.
Compared with big business the smaller ones invest rather timidly beyond their national markets. Whilst 63 %
of the German large-scale suppliers confirm financial employment abroad according to a this year's survey on
behalf of the Confederation of German Industries (BDI-Mittelstandspanel) only 7 % of the SMEs stake capital
in foreign countries.
Starting from the consciousness that the pursuit of international markets can be hazardous, particularly for
smaller firms that have limited free mobility and differ fairly from multinational corporations in terms of ownership, organizational structures, manpower, experience, finances or management systems, it is an essential
prerequisite to take care In due time of inhouse adjustment to meet export challenges, and prevent expensive
setbacks.
Management circumspection is decisive in conceptualizing the type, content and impact of the export target.
Companies whose decision makers are insufficiently competent, risk-averse, and inward-looking are very likely
to be wrecked on export hurdles in a more intense and severe manner than firms with capable, experienced
and foreign-oriented leaders.
Few researchers (as i.e. Dr. Leonidas C. Leonidouls, Professor of Marketing in the School of Economics at the
University of Cyprus, study on barriers hindering small business export development, published in the Journal
of Small Business Management 2004, Vol. 42/3) have found out several obstacles for potential exporters. If
export initiatives are intended the following enumerated selected examples of defiles must be taken into account during the orientation and preparation phase:
• Information bottlenecks to identify foreign markets with prolonged business advantages;
• Difficulties to contact reliable customers abroad;
• Lack of (managerial) time to deal in detail with export ideas;
• Inadequate, untrained inhouse staff for exporting;
• Missing capacities of excessive production for exports (or i.e. to participate in public procurement
tenders);
• Adaptation of export product design and quality standards to foreign demand and taste;
• Shortage of working capital to finance exports;
• Calculation of reasonable prices to customers abroad, incl. credit facilities i.e. to surmount delay
of payment from customers);
• Product delivery on time, and after sales service;
• Complexity of foreign distribution channels in urban or rural environments;
• Topographic and climatic divergences;
• Significant transportation, dispatching, insurance and customs costs, non-tariff dues, currency exchange debits
• Foreign legislation, restrictive import rules and regulation fluctuations
• Differences of socio-cultural customer habits, education level, technical understanding, household sizes, communication setting, ethnic background, religious attitudes, political disposition,
language comprehension.
Once more: it is to underline that SMEs obviously face special export barriers because of information gaps.
Without doubt, information is vital in reducing the high level of uncertainty surrounding the heterogeneous
foreign business environment. Above all, newcomers are not familiar with sources of know-how, and even
when they are aware and have access to information, they encounter difficulties with data evaluation, their
rating and selection. But there are mediators willing to help at disposal: besides professional consultants a directive part is played by business associations, chambers of commerce, banks, embassies, trade agents, trade
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missions, the European Info Centres, export magazines, guide books etc. Some organizations carry out (partly
publicly sponsored) trips to regions of special interest abroad; they arrange courses, seminars, national workshops (contact days). Another promising method of aspiring to enter foreign markets can be found in (also
often publicly sponsored) the participation in international trade fairs at home or abroad. Participation in such
events is made easier and more cost-effective if it is possible for groups of together well matched SMEs to
present themselves through a common exhibition stand.
The growing recognition of the important part that SMEs occupy in their economies has led most governments as well as i.e. the European Commission to support them through various policies and programmes to
promote their standing both in domestic and in export markets. Different measures aim at the strengthening
of economic integration and conclusion of preferential trade arrangements, taking into account that SMEs
have a vast untapped export potential.
Summarizing the mentioned points of this statement they should be sufficient to resume a further detailed
discussion within the indicated scope of recommendations which call upon small businessmen to adopt a proactive perspective against export hindrances and to take the one or other investigation step as follows:

Anticipate clearly, identify and size up any problems that may burden exporting efforts by collecting
and using internal and external facts, business intelligence and results of marketing research;

Prioritize solutions according to their impact on the achievement of export goals based on parameters as difficulty, importance and persistence;

Diagnose the cause of obstacles, and establish the degree to which they can be resolved and the
means required to do so;

Take creative measures to accommodate export barriers, applying both inhouse and outside suggestion;

Monitor the progress of problem resolution process by setting up and control feedback mechanisms.
When conviction is matured that it is becoming nowadays increasingly imperative to deal internationally in
order to function as survivor even in domestic markets, then building up to competitive edge is an essential
key to success and lasting contribution in export activities that can pay rich dividends in the long run. Characteristics such as flexibility, adaptability, inventiveness and innovativeness, which are always inherent to SMEs,
go a safe way towards helping smaller companies to play their innate role in any economy. Pessimism, anxiety
or resignation are wrong in place. However, despite the having of proven qualification, SMEs need to be nurtured and backed by conducive export climate and strong support initiatives by public authorities.
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Abstract

Great companies base their evolution upon the vision which different managers created during years of work and knowledge. Small
and medium enterprises have on the other side the entrepreneur vision. This vision determines firm objectives, but not firm abilities
to attain the objectives. Performance management insures the achievement of the objectives, while performance measurement system
is the in-built system used by managers to measure the level of attaining the objectives. It is a critical instrument because it allows
managers to identify the actual position of the enterprise considering the before-mentioned objectives. The performance measurement
system becomes a steering wheel in the hands of the right person. For SME-s the construction of this system should correspond with
the construction of a management system, which has in this case several specific features. The present article is a review of this features and a survey upon performance management issues.
1. Performance measurement systems
Performance measurement systems (PMS) have been on top of the list of the research and business agenda
over the last few years. Businesses realised the importance of a multidimensional and balanced performance
measurement system as a tool that would enable them to drive the company forward. Kaplan and Norton
(1996) identified the weaknesses of traditional measurement systems because of their uni-dimensional and
backward looking nature. This led to the development of innovative performance measurement frameworks
such as the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996) and the EFQM Excellence Model (EFQM, 2003)
which viewed business performance through more than one perspective. This is the paradigm where today’s
performance measurement systems develop.
Before discussing about performance measurement systems and performance management, there must be
introduced some details regarding performance.
“Performance is about the ability to deliver on a promise, while having the resiliency to withstand changes,
with few, if any, negative effects” [Hale: 2004: 2]. The same author suggests that performance refers to organization, persons, products, services. In order to be performant, an organization should know the “promises”
and to be able to measure the level of attaining the “promises”. Usually promises are in business terms called
objectives. Performance achievement process can be seen as a continuous business cycle:
Performance management or performance improvement is not a substitute for the Fayol’s functions of
management: planning, organizing, leading, staffing. This concept reveals only a perspective that questions the
worth or worthiness of the effort, of the methods or even the results. In the first figure performance management contains four activities: setting objectives, measure processes, measure the level of achievement and
evaluation of the management system. Planning means also setting objectives and plans, but performance
management questions the efficacy of the plan and the worthiness of a goal.
Performance measurement system is a concept created referring to the need that a firm performance
should be measured considering several objectives, several measures. Kaplan and Norton, introducing the
Balanced Scorecard, have built practically a system of measures regarding the performance of a firm. Each
firm has several objectives to achieve: financial, clients’ satisfaction, employees’ satisfaction, company’s
growth, internal business processes’ objectives. Measuring the level of achievement for these objectives generates practically a set, a system of measures, which assures the per-ansamble performance of an enterprise.
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Fig.1. Performance management

2. SMEs’ performance measurement systems
Considering systems approach introduced by Ludwig van Bertalanffy in ’50 [Haines&all: 2005: 46], the performance of a system can be measured regarding its inputs, outputs and components correlations.
Most of performance measurement systems developed regarding firms insists upon output measures. This
paper contains details regarding all the three before-mentioned areas for SMEs.
A review regarding the studies about performance measurement is presented in the next section:
There are few studies regarding performance measurement inside SMEs. The measurement of enterprise performance has received much attention in the corporate finance and financial management literature [Stanger,
2006]. Kaplan and Norton Balanced Scorecard and the EFQM Model are the most important approaches regarding enterprise performance measurement [Helms: 2006: 644].
Murphy, Trailer and Hill (1996) reviewed the SME research between 1987 and 1993 and identified 51 published studies that use performance as the dependent variable. The most common dimensions of performance
measured were in the context of efficiency, growth, profit and size. It was found that 60% of the studies reviewed examined either 1 or 2 SME performance dimensions. These are output (profit, size, growth) measures
and processes (efficiency) measures.
In choosing the dimensions of performance to be measured in SME research, Murphy et al. [1996: 21] propose that researchers should allow theory the freedom to guide selection of the appropriate means of addressing performance. Also, the choice of performance dimensions should allow comparison with previous studies.
In the next section there is a presentation of a measurement system for SMEs according to the systems
approach of enterprise:
Regarding input performance, OECD suggests that the development of these enterprises does not take place
in a vacuum [OECD: 2004: 17]. If the culture of government, education, regulatory authorities, banks, the
professions and the large corporate sector laks empathy with SMEs, then it will be difficult for this sector to
survive and grow. These are environment inputs for SMEs system. Measuring these factors effects on the
SMEs’ performance is a task of national and regional authorities, associations, which should be worried on the
development of this economy area. SMEs cannot influence very much these factors – they cannot establish as
an objective to modify these factors except through association’s power.
Except these environment inputs factors, there are other inputs which influence a firm performance: products and services which are used in a SME in manufacturing process.
Regarding output performance measuring of a company, there are several authors who suggest the fact that
measuring only economic results as profits, sales, is not an appropriate approach [Watson&all: 2001: 2].
Watson&all (2001) suggest that this inappropriate measures of SME performance may be the reason why past
empirical studies have failed to demonstrate a theoretically sound relationship between owner characteristics
(in particular gender and age) and organizational performance. However, despite this ready acceptance of the
importance on non-financial objectives, research seems to have concentrated on traditional economic measures of performance [Watson&all: 2001: 6].
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Regarding SMEs, he argues that an appropriate performance measuring system should consider the fact that
“ownership and control are generally the same. We can’t just assume that the only utility owners derive from
their business is a change in wealth.” He proves these assumptions considering the studies of Buttner and
Moore (1997), who examined the motivations of 129 women executives and professionals who left large organizations to become entrepreneurs and found that the women's most important entrepreneurial motivations
were the desire for challenge and self-determination and the desire to balance family and work responsibilities.
While big enterprises have especially economic reasons, would it be appropriate to use only economic measures for SMEs performance? They don’t have only economic reasons. Watson proves that there are owners
motivated to start a business for non-economic-reasons.
This subject is caracteristic only at SMEs’ level. There should be a consideration of several objectives then in
bigger companies’ case. There should be included especially the entrepreneur objectives, even if the identification of these objectives is a very problematic issue.
A study regarding the way that SMEs use to monitor their goal achievement suggests that many organizations
apparently monitor goal accomplishment on a fairly informally basis [Naffziger&Mueller: 1999: 10]. “Only
67.6% indicated there was a "prescribed method for measuring progress toward strategic goal accomplishment"; 49.3% compared the current year's performance against performance in previous years. 49.3% used
mid-year reviews to monitor goal achievement and five 7.0% conducted annual reviews”.
Naffziger&Mueller study proves that firms used several outcome measures to determine that their plans were
successfully implemented. 83.3% indicated that sales increases was the most commonly used measure,
76.0% use profit increases, and 67.6% indicated customer satisfaction. Changes in productivity 59.2% and
service/quality improvements 56.3% were also frequently mentioned.
There is a mix between output measures and processes measures in Naffziger&Mueller study. Anyway, we
found no studies regarding the performance measures that SMEs could use regarding processes.
3. Conclusion and future work
SMEs have special characteristics which ask for special attention when it comes to performance measurement:
• The size of these companies is small – there would be no use to measure departmental performance;
• The objectives of SMEs usually follow the entrepreneur objectives, which are not always economic,
but generated form a person expectations regarding life in general – so psychological nature of these
objectives;
We think that the operational issues regarding SMEs are not well developed in general. Regarding performance measurement, a guide for performance measurement would be very useful.
Even if the main rule regarding performance measurement is to build a system for each firm, we believe that
given the common characteristics of these firms, this could be a very useful instrument especially for practitioners.
Building a performance measurement system practical guide for a SME is for sure a great effort, but we think
that for building a guide requires previous statistical studies. There are not many studies regarding measuring
performance inside SMEs and we think that this domain can be further researched.
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Abstract

In this paper we consider the digital divide and the disparities in computer usage and Internet access among
countries within the European Union. We examine the reasons of the digital gap and how new information
technologies are changing the nature of work. Finally, we focus on growth in information technology and the
resulting globalization of production and we present some solutions and recommendations.
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1. Determining the concept of the digital divide
The discussion around the digital divide is coeval with the formation of information society. This concept was
first used in the United States in the ’90s. However, the info-rich and info-poor terms were used in the ’80s
(Weckert, 2000).
In the world not all the countries take part equally in the transition into the new global economy. As a result
of this the diversification between developing and developed countries can be called digital divide. The main
part of business activities is related to the IT and communication technologies that concentrated on developed
countries and leg behind the developing countries.8
In simple terms, it is the divide between those who have access to computers and the Internet and those who
do not. The digitai divide, or the gap between the ability of privileged members of our society, and that of historically disadvantaged members, to access and use technology (Ermann, 2003).
According to Dányi and Dessewffy (2002) digital divide is much more an imprecise and multidimensional metaphor than a sere terminus technicus. From the concept itself it does not turn out where and who are in the
worst situation and what kind of steps should be taken to abolish or moderate these problems. The concept
exaggeratedly simpliflies the problem.
We can say that current technologies are diffusing across national, ethnic, gender, income and age boundaries,
and these new technologies are causing new divisions.
2. The reasons of the digital didvide9
There are several reasons of developing of the digital divide from the infrastructure through the language to
the age or gender.
In the book of Pippa Norris entitled Digital Divide? (Norris, 2001) approaches the inequalities pertaining to information within the United States and the European Union, respectively, through the dimensions of
8

9
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income
occupation
education
sex
and age.

The dimension of income: When examining income she is looking the answer as to what extent it plays a role in
access to the Internet. The income divide has proved to be important in the entire Europe. The richest
households have at their disposal access to the Internet with a three-fold higher probability than the poorer
households.
The dimension of occupation: Access to the Internet is primarily is possible at the workplace during work, which
circumstance may also have a stimulating effect on use at home. According to the data of Eurobarometer in
the countries of the European Union the executives use the Internet with a two-fold higher probability than
other white-collar workers and a three-fold higher probability than blue-collar workers.
The dimension of education: A number of authors consider its significance and importance the most crucial in the
existence of the digital divide (Norris, 2001). : The survey carried out in the European Union shows big differences in the use of the Internet among those with different levels of education. Those with a college or university education become users of the Internet with a two-fold higher probability than those who concluded
their studies early.
The dimension of sex: The difference in the use of the Internet by men and women is starting to disappear now
with the advance of penetration.
The dimension of age: Age is one divide, however, it is the ultimate divide in the use of the Internet. Even countries that are best equipped with the Internet cannot solve this problem. However, as time progresses this
problem will probably diminish, since the young people of today will also be using the Internet in old age. In
this sense the most excluded people are the pensioners. According to some European surveys the younger
generation joins the World Wide Web with ten times higher probability than the oldest generation.
There are further factors that we can examine related to the reasons of the digital divide (Townsend, 2001).
Physical ICT access among countries: The number of PCs, amount of Internet bandwidth number of telephone
main lines, mobile phones, and other information technology are slowly rising for all countries, but the "information have" countries are growing fastest, thus widening the divisions.
National infrastructure: Network infrastructure is slowly growing around the world, and information "have-nots"
will gain increasing bandwidth and telephone access.
Internet usage: The diffusion of ICT’s are extremly fast. While in 1994 a total of 3 million people used the Internet on a worldwide scale, nowadays we can talk about more than 945 million users. 10
ICTs in the economy: While a few countries have successfully developed local ICT sectors and acquired a significant portion of international ICT trade, it seems unlikely that many new countries can compete in this field.
English language: However, as the "language divide" decreases in term of the relative number of non-English
websites, English is still the lingua-franca of e-commerce and most heavily funded resources on the Net. As
the Net diversifies, the language of the business community and related websites can be expected to reflect the
existing use of language in non-online groups, which often excludes non-English speakers.
Rural - urban divisions: Experiences have shown that new information technologies are usually adopted first in
central cities, and slowly disperse to peripheral cities and rural areas. This appears to be because of higher infrastructure costs, lower average wages, and a lower likelihood of jobs in rural areas using computers (OECD
10
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2001c). Additionally, new technologies show gaping new divisions - as is occurring with broadband access in
some countries. Among the urban population the usage of the Internet is significantly higher than among the
population in rural areas.
Disability: Unless significant new technologies are developed or people design their pages better, visually disabled people, especially, will likely fall further and further behind.
3. The economic, social and cultural effects of the digitalization11
We present the economic, social and cultural effects of the digitalization according to Townsend’s (2000) and
Carnoy’s (2000) surveys and studies. They have examined the following fields: the rise of the e-corporation, the individualization of work and erosion of social institutions, the changing workplace, changing families and communities.
The digital divide threatens to leave people sidelined from even more than the job market. The web has and
will continue to change the way we interact with business, government, institutions of education, and even
information itself. Sources of information that have traditionally been paper-based, are going to be published
in electronic formats. For the privileged, the possibilities are endless (Townsend, 2001)..
The Rise of the e-Corporation: With the transition to a post-industrial economy well underway, a number of technological and economic factors converged in the mid-1980s to create even greater economic opportunity and
a further imperative for change in how people work. Faster computers, new telecommunications technologies,
and new information infrastructures created a revolution in the informational and communication resources in
industrialized nations. Simplified information retrieval systems and affordable access to the Internet attracted
a new breed of information consumer, while at the same time in formationally empowering a new class of
people (Townsend, 2000).
The Individualization of Work and the Erosion of Social Institutions: Our national economies and even our national
cultures are globalizing. Globalization means more competition. Globalization also means that a nation’s investment, production, and innovation are not limited by national borders (Fülöp, 2004).
„People’s work has shifted from the production of agricultural and manufactured goods to the production of
services and to increasingly sophisticated services at that. The main ingredient in these new services is knowledge—knowledge that increases productivity, provides a closer fit between client’s specific needs and the services delivered, and creates possibilities for the development of new products and new services. With more
competition, knowledge also becomes increasingly important in manufacturing and agriculture. Quality of
production, design, efficient organization, new products, customized production, and just-in-time delivery are
the knowledge-intensive aspects dominating today’s manufacturing and agricultural activities in both developed countries and the export sectors of developing countries” (Carnoy, 2000).
Our lives are being transformed by a huge diffusion of new information and communication technologies.
Thanks to computers and Internet communication, large firms can restructure around different product lines,
and even small firms can now go international and customize production for a vast variety of clients.
However, there are several advantages and disadvantages in the Internet usage at companies. These are the
following:
Advantages: Expansion of the market, improves the companies’ efficiency, reduces the cost, increases the competition.
Disadvantages: Technological factors, personal and social factors, institutional factors (Fülöp, 2004).
The Changing Workplace: The transformation of work has been misinterpreted and mystified by writers who
claim that new information technology means a massive and growing shortage of jobs, particularly good, highskill jobs. Their claim that the new technology restricts the number of jobs, though seductive, is not supported
by facts. New technology displaces workers; but it simultaneously creates new jobs by raising productivity in
11
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existing work and making possible completely new products and processes. As postindustrial economies and
governments adjust to new realities, employment growth, not displacement, dominates. There will be plenty
of jobs in the future, and most of them will be high-paying jobs (Carnoy, 2000).
The effect of individualization and differentiation is to separate more and more workers from the permanent
full-time jobs in stable businesses that characterized post-World War II development in Europe and other
industrialized countries. Just as an earlier factory revolution drove a wedge between workers and the produce
they made, the new transformation is dissolving the identity that workers developed with industrial organizations such as the corporation and the trade union.
Changing Families and Communities: Besides workplaces and job-centered social networks families and communities are the traditional social integrators. In times of transition, whether it be from an agricultural society to an
industrial one, industrial to postindustrial or now local or national to global, families and communities are
called upon to bear most of the responsibility in preserving social cohesion. Families also transmit much of
the skill and knowledge needed by children to make their way in the adult work world (Carnoy, 2000).
The transformation of work and the family is also dissolving the political relations that developed in the industrialized countries between working people and government through publicly provided social services,
such as social security and medical insurance, provided mainly to people with full time lifetime jobs and
through civic and political groups organized around traditional communities and families (Carnoy, 2000).
4. The use of Information Technology in the European Union
Now we are going to present the digital divide inside the European Union.
The digital divide is a major issue at a national, European and world-wide level. Technology has always been
viewed as a greater equalizer. The Internet especially has created high hopes for a future of free information,
where borders are irrelevant, and each citizen participates equally in the global „conversation”. The development of the Internet, in fact, is seen as having such a strong potentional to revolutionize world culture that it
has been likened to the invention of the printing press. This may be an apt analogy insofar as the Internet like
the printing press, has revolutionized the spread of information, making it faster, cheaper, and, theoretically at
least, available to everyone (Brown, 2001).
Table 1. The estimated number of Internet users12
(thousands)
Country
Austria
Belgium
Cyprus

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

211

235

260

280

335

369

246

285

313

342

361

240

101

121

173

199

224

276

82

97

107

122

136

177

360

378

414

507

541

577

96

113

135

160

183

210

312

350

360

396

425

442

194

233

268

305

329

347

45

52

57

76

85

82

283

326

362

397

432

467

241

273

316

360

392

421

39

49

62

69

85

106

Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Greece
Holland
Ireland
Poland

12
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40

61

82

143

152

172

34

54

59

65

70

110

383

389

396

459

453

590

58

65

74

87

100

108

134

159

185

210

230

255

239

269

303

339

368

406

239

279

297

336

382

431

113

132

156

179

195

231

73

80

82

105

117

134

97

109

121

146

169

196

339

396

452

508

563

621

70

87

109

137

148

180

189

212

253

276

276

301

Great-Britain
Germany
Italy
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Slovakia
Slovenia

In the European Union there seems to be a well-discernible rupture with regard to the digital divide. There is
a considerable big difference between the Western-European and the Central-Eastern European countries.
Comparing the numbers in the table we can see that according to the number of the Internet users there is a
digital divide within the European Union. In modern economies, access to computers, the Internet and increasingly broadband communications is seen as essential for future prosperity. Consequently, lack of access
could be a significant brake on economic growth. On a national basis, in countries such as the UK where
penetration of computers and Internet usage is high, provision of access to broadband connection is important enough to be embodied in government policy.
Presenting the typical divide in the European Union we use aggregated indexes. We are going to contrast the
average data of the EU15 and the ten newly acceded countries.
For presenting the situation we use two factors, which are the the number of Internet users and the percentage of the
population that have at their disposal Internet access.
The number of Internet users: In the European Union every second person is an Internet user (54%) on a par,
whereas in the states of Central-Eastern Europe approximately 27% of the population visit the World Wide
Web regularly.
The percentage of the population that have Internet access: In the European Union 32% of the population have Internet access, while in the Central-Eastern European countries the proportion is much less, 9% of the population
have an Internet connection.
In this sense there is a huge difference between the two regions in term of Internet use. While in EU15 countries people have more opportunity to access the Internet at home as well as at workplaces, in contrast in Central-Eastern European countries people have access to the Internet mainly at their workplaces (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. The place of Internet usage in the European Union and in the
Central-Eastern European countries
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We are going to present two indexes that show the differences in the field of the Internet usage. The first is
the index of the digital divide literacy. Examining the level of the digital divide helps us considerably in assessing
by means of a survey the quality of Internet usage of the population in different countries.
The SIBIS for examining the four levels of digital literacy (searching for information, identification of information
source, downloading and installation, online communication) has created a complex index that is able to express the
level of the digital literacy in one indicator. The rate of the index can be between 0 and 3. Zero rate stands for
the lowest level and 3 for the highest level of digital literacy.13
In the case of EU15 the index is 0.8, whereas in the Central-Eastern European countries it is 0.45. The situation is the same if we only examine the youngest age-group, those under 24. However, even in this case the
younger people’s knowledge of central-eastern Europe lags behind that of their peers’ in EU15 (Figure 2).
Figure 2. The rates of the digital literacy index in the whole population and under 24
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sessionid=92DCFC914D03582E8DB11CF2A1C0ADE3.extraction-worker1&OutputFile=isoc_cieu_h.htm&OutputMode=U&NumberOfCells=92&Language=en&OutputMime=text%2Fhtml&
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According to the data we can state that there is a digital gap related to the level of the digital literacy in the
older and newer countries of the European Union.
The SIBIS has also developed another indicator for measuring the level of the digital divide. For calculating
the index the following four groups were used as factors: the group of women, the group of the aged, the group of the
low-skilled and the group with low income (Figure 3).
These are contrasted with the indicators calculated in the whole population and by aggregating these the main
index was formed. The rate of this index can range between 0 and 100. The closer it is to zero, the bigger is
the divide inside the given group in society.
Figure 3. The rates of the digital divide along each factor
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It can be well seen in Figure 4 that in EU15 countries the digital divide is much smaller within each group than
in the central-eastern European countries.
It is worth to explain these indicators inside the European Union for each country.
Figure 4. The rate of the digital divide index in the European Union
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From the table it can be read excellently that Austria, Denmark, the United Kingdom and Sweden are those
countries where the divide is much smaller than in the European Union on the average. In the southern countries in EU15 (Spain, Greece, Portugal) the divide is much bigger than in some of the newly acceded countries
(Slovenia, Slovakia, Estonia, Czech Republic).
Consequently, the digital divide is not homogeneous in the European Union between the older and the newly
acceded countries, either.
5. Conclusions, recommendations and solutions
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Here we are going to briefly present the conclusions and make some recommendations.
First, there is the issue of acquiring the computer hardware itself, a problem that is often overlooked due to
the fact that the overall cost of buying a P.C. has begun to go down. Although falling computer prices are
good news for middle class buyers, but may still be too much for a lot of families, or for low-income schools
and community access sites that have to struggle to cover basic expenses like books and staff salaries.
Second, we have to make people understand why this is something they need to learn how to do. Part of that
is getting people over a general fear or mistrust of technology. Other people assume that they simply are not
smart enough to ever understand how to use a computer.
We can confirm that there is a rupture in view of the digital divide in the European Union. In EU15 the digital divide is smaller than in the Central-Eastern European countries. The main problems come into existence
along the factors of gender, age, qualification and income both in the older and newly acceded countries.
However, the averages of the southern countries do not exceed the European Union’s average, moreover they
barely reach the averages of such countries as Estonia, Slovenia or Slovakia. In the Central-Eastern European
countries the biggest obstacle to gateway is the lack of knowledge. It needs to be questioned, however, how
realistic the expectation is that this disparity can indeed be narrowed, let alone be eliminated. It may well be an
illusion to think that ICT-poor countries could catch-up or keep pace with the advancements in the NorthernEuropean coutries. In the north of the EU the rate of technological development is very high and is supported by considerable resources (Brown, 2001).
Now we are going to briefly present what kind of arrangements the European Union intends to do in the interest of eliminating the digital divide. In 2000 the long-term strategy related to the information society was
formulated as a part of the Lisbon Strategy.
Within the meaning of this strategy the following were formulated:
1. Featuring the opportunity of the information society for the underprivileged groups
1. with adequate online contents and services
2. with the assistance of local communities through online services and networks
3. with the help of establishing workplaces and information technologies.
2. Meanwhile eliminating the difficulties that hinder the formation of information society
1. by realizing the inherent opportunities in the information society
2. by securing available and affordable access
3. by the development of the digital literacy
4. by eliminating the technological obstacles to the handicapped.
Now more people have come to understand that access to information technology is something that will
eventually need to become competitive in the job market, and to fully participate in society. The big problem
is that the approach to bringing everybody into the information age is patchy, the commitment not yet solidified or even entirely earnest. It will take a commitment on the part of government, business, charitable organizations, and communities to an ideal of universal service, and an acknowledgement that equal access to technology is, for individuals, a basic right, and, for the country as a whole, an economic and democratic necessity
(Brown, 2001).
The benefits of digitisation are clearly apparent. People are able to communicate more effectively and at a
lower cost than in the past. It has also meant that geographical boundaries are able to be crossed more easily
which has enhanced the process of globalisation of economic and social life enormously.
By the digital divide not everybody comes in for the information technologies in the same manner. According
to a study (Enclusion Revisited: The Local Dimension of the Information Society) the knowledge of computers and
Internet usage could help to avoid poverty whose effects also present themselves in business sphere. Being
left out from the online world deepens those problems further that mainly the poor and the unemployed have
to face. However, it can be read in more and more articles that digital divide is decreasing (www.hvg.hu,
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www.ngo.hu, www.sg.hu) but this phenomenon is an important and unsolved problem that has to be dealt
with.
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ZAGREB MEMORANDUM
On the necessity to enhance the Croatian involvement in EU Programmes
This Memorandum has been issued as the result of the European Day of the Entrepreneur
EDE 2006 ZAGREB & DUBROVNIK , international conference1
“Ways of Exploring and Entering EU Market“,
_______________________________________________________________________
Europe
is trying to advance the entrepreneurial culture, and the best way is to spread the transfer of the
good practice and experience of European institutions involved in supporting entrepreneurs beginners and already developed entrepreneurial companies. The European Day of the Entrepreneur concept is based on the building and development of entrepreneurship through the organization of local events at which all participants share experiences.
Croatia
The micro-, small and mid-sized business sector in Croatia give cause for great expectations,
but are on their own insufficient to generate successful economic growth and exports.
Parallel with the level of the openness of the Croatian economy and its integration into global
economic, financial and other developments, and with the speed at which various obstacles to
the free movement of capital are being eliminated, and with the intensive drive towards European Union membership, the issues of entrepreneurial know-how, competence and skills are
coming to the forefront, becoming the central point of the economy's revitalisation.
In promoting education for entrepreneurs' cooperation needs to be strengthened between the
education authorities and institutions, entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial business advisory and
other profiles. The cooperation needs to be facilitated, supported and promoted – especially in
1

The Croatian “Small and Medium Entrepreneurs' Association, UMIS - SMEA” organised the conference with main partners “Konrad Adenauer Foundation”, Private school of economics “Katarina Zrinski”; Association of Croatian Innovators, Croatian exporters’
Association, CORDIS, OECD-LEED, GTZ, ERENET, European Academy of Sciences and Arts, T-Mobile.
UMIS - SMEA transmitted the resulting ZAGREB MEMORANDUM to the Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports; the
Croatian Ministry of Foreign Affairs; the Croatian Ministry of Economy, Labour and Entrepreneurship; the City of Zagreb; the town
Dubrovnik and subsequently to the European Commission.
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order to encourage practical entrepreneurial knowledge of the "learning-by-doing" and "learningby-simulating" types. Besides bodies of the national administration, the social partners and the
relevant chambers should be included.
Models with defined content and profiles of entrepreneurial education programs should be articulated. Of particular significance in this sense are education programs that re-profile technical
education through the introduction of the necessary entrepreneurial content. This is the reason
why systems of education and training oriented towards entrepreneurship are becoming an all
the more critical factor in the acquisition of new knowledge, competence and skills on the part of
entrepreneurs, particularly if exporters.
It is necessary therefore to put the focus of public activity on the development of education and
training infrastructure for entrepreneurship (life-long, and especially post-formal education, longdistance education), to develop entrepreneurial assistance infrastructure through networking at
the supra-national level and the development of infrastructure that should secure the attainment
and sustainability of high ethical norms in the business affairs of entrepreneurs, especially in
start-up businesses.
As acceptable initial principles in entrepreneurial education the following are suggested:
y education and training for entrepreneurship, that shapes and promotes a mindset directed towards taking risks;
y suitable education strategies need to be developed, appropriate to every level of education,
especially from primary school to university, that involves the participation of all actors (entrepreneurs, teachers, students, pupils);
y entrepreneurship should be considered a basic skill that needs to be supported and developed
through life-long education.
At the primary level of education, the focus must be put on developing the characteristics of
quality (creativity, the spirit of enterprise, independence and the like), early contact with the
business world and awareness of the role of the entrepreneur.
At the secondary level of education the accent should be on raising awareness on selfemployment as an option in developing ones career and on learning-by-doing (launching a micro-, i.e. mini-business).
At the tertiary level of education the focus should be on training related to launching a business
and the support of business ideas.
In realisation there needs to be a differentiation between the broad and narrower entrepreneurial
education concept, where the broader concept of education is targeted to developing entrepreneurial orientation and skills, including the development of targeted characteristics of quality
such as creativity and the spirit of enterprise; the narrower concept of education is a specific
concept of entrepreneurial education (training) targeted to launching and managing a business;
special attention should be paid to the broader concept of education targeted to developing an
entrepreneurial frame of mind and orientation which can lead to the creation of new ventures/businesses.
The Business Training Company – BTC, as an exceptionally suitable and flexible form of education oriented to entrepreneurial competence, should be developed through a curriculum of lifelong learning for entrepreneurship.



The following is needed to integrate the BTC model:
To create and develop a curriculum for life-long entrepreneurial education,
To create and develop a BTC curriculum,
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To implement the BTC curriculum in:
Primary schools,
Secondary schools,
Colleges and universities,
Other forms of formal and informal education,

To secure a support system for the implementation of the curriculum (Croatian Business
Training Company head office with a Training Company Court and Training Company Bank,
etc.),

To secure permanent teacher training,

To secure the exchange of experiences through local, national and international Training
Company fairs,
To create the material conditions for the implementation of BTC's in schools.



Political awareness is required
Governmental organizations, as Ministries of Labor, Education have to play an important role in
the process of harmonising the policy of support for entrepreneurial education, the necessary
strengthening of cooperation between all relevant institutions through an integral program, so
that the existing initiatives for establishing a system of life-long entrepreneurial learning are
transformed into an integral strategy.
• to develop a coherent strategy of entrepreneurial education by including entrepreneurship into the national curricula (at all levels of education, from pre-school to tertiary and
post-formal);
• to develop more intensive cooperation between the ministries;
At national level, the Conference recommends:
Private entrepreneurship must be promoted in Croatia through the improvement of business environment, development of national economic and innovation policies, education, information,
challenges and opportunities, solidarity, clear strategic goal, partnership on local, national and
regional level, good financial environment and transparency, importance of EU funds, mobility of
citizens / entrepreneurs.
Horizontal measures are needed in leading the national policy of developing entrepreneurial
education. These are the harmonised activities of the competent ministries and of professional
and special interest associations:
•

•
•
•
•

to support compatible curricula with coherent support measures (active promotion);
o intensify all forms of support of the education of teachers/trainers and consultants, although these measures cannot by themselves be considered sufficient;
o to develop entrepreneurial education appropriate to individual groups of potential
or existing entrepreneurs (family entrepreneurship, women's entrepreneurship,
veteran's entrepreneurship, youth entrepreneurship ...);
o to especially support those programs which start from training companies and the
like as key differentiators in relation to traditional curricula;
to develop systematic scanning of numerous good practices in the world in order to
transfer them to Croatia,
and to permanently monitor existing solutions in entrepreneurial education and a system
of benchmarking, relevant to the evaluation of their effectiveness and efficiency
obtaining research to provide the impact and added value of innovation for exports
ensuring that the regulatory framework provides an enabling environment
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examining the ways for better access to capital
favourable conditions must be created for domestic and foreign private investment
coordination and dialogue between key stake holders is a must
common understanding of the cluster concept needed (overall agreement with the OECD LEED policy recommendations for business clusters)

o
o
o

focus on cluster services and benefits for SMEs
cluster management skills are a key issue
creation of networks between clusters

The above measures will have beneficial effect for the Croatian entrepreneurship – thus enhancing the competitiveness of Croatia.
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16th YES ANNUAL SUMMIT:
GLOBALISATION – MANAGING THE CHANGE

90 young entrepreneurs from 17 countries participated to YES for
Europe 16th Annual Summit, which took place at the European Parliament in Brussels last 24th
& 25th November.
During the Summit we addressed the theme "Globalisation - Managing the Change".
Globalisation is a reality that has to be managed, both from an institutional point of view and
from the companies themselves. Regulation is needed in several areas, to make sure that all
actors operate in the same conditions and to guarantee that our companies have at their disposal all the resources that they need.
To the same extent, entrepreneurs need to be aware of how the decisions taken at the highlevel affect their every day activity.
Within this background, we promoted a debate on which institutional actions are deemed necessary by the European Young Entrepreneurs for supporting our competitiveness in the global
markets.
Signe RATSO, Principal Adviser of DG Trade, and Hendrik DAEMS, Chairman of the
Commission of Foreign Affairs Belgium, brought different points of view on the best trade
policy to deal with the globalisation challenges.
Ennio MACCHI, Professor at the Department of Energetics of the Milan Polytechnic,
described the current situation of Europe in terms of energy and analysed the possible future
scenarios, whereas Horst SOBOLL, Chairman of the European Research Advisory Board
of the European Commission, explained how Europe is trying to remedy to its weakness in
terms of R&D, not just with the aim of adquiring more knowledge, rather of transforming
knowledge successfully into commercial viable products and services.
Ingrid VALENTINI-WANKA, Deputy Head of Unit for Market Access at DG Trade,
talked about the EU Market Access Strategy in support of the European exporters
Finally, Wolter SMIT, President of Jong Management, moderated a round table between
the participants and Hanns GLATZ, Delegate of the Board of Management, External Affairs & Public Policy European Affairs of DaimlerChrysler, and Adrian VAN DEN HOVEN, International Relations Director of UNICE, on the growing protectionist attitude now
prevailing in many sectors, and, more in general, on the best ways for a company to face and
take advantage of a globalised economy.
Rudolf STROHMEIER, Head of Commissioner Reding's Cabinet, closed the event with a
speech on how Europe, building on its huge assets, is moving quickly to make the best out of
globalisation with and within ICT.
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On 25 November 2006, the General Assembly has been reconfirmed Murat
Sarayli as President of YES for Europe during the General Assembly that
took place on the 25th November 2006.
Sarayli, President of the Turkish Young Businessmen Association TUGIAD, is
going to lead YES for the third year in a row. Under his stewardship, TUGIAD

has become one of the premier organizations advising the Turkish government on
issues related to entrepreneurship, innovation & education. Mr Sarayli is an active member of the
“Vision 2023 Project for Turkey” Committee, an authoritative body aiming at defining how Turkey can develop vigorous strategies for science and technology by 2023. Sarayli is the Vice
President of the Sarayli Group, which operates in tourism, management and investment, health
and genetic bio-technology, foreign trade and construction services.
The same General Assembly welcomed the candidacies of three new members.
The Hungarian Association of Young Entrepreneurs (YES for Hungary) and
the Young Businessmen Association of Albania (FRBSH) are going to join the
European Confederation as new members from 2007.
In the same occasion, YES has inaugurated a new form of collaboration thanks to the
Association of Kazakhstan Entrepreneurs (KAZKA), which will become YES first
permanent observer from January 2007.
YES for Hungary, FRBSH and KAZKA will thus be associated to YES for Europe 35.000
members in Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Germany, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Turkey, The Netherlands and Ukraine.
file: http://www.yes.be/go/calendardetail/8_16th_annual_summit_globalisation_managing_the_change.html
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Europe needs
SUCCESSFUL, SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE ENTREPRENEURS

– What needs to be done –
Dedicated to Professor László Sólyom, President of Hungary, and
to the President of the European Economic and Social Committee.
Issued by the “Budapest Round Table 2006”
th
10 November 2006

1. FACE THE FACTS
Europe’s economy is facing major challenges, in particular the new EU member states and
countries in Central- and Southeast Europe. The emergence of more global competitors has
made the situation even more critical.
Entrepreneurs and Small- and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) are the backbone in
creating jobs and boosting the growth and competitiveness of the European economy. Europe
needs more self-motivated entrepreneurs and more innovative SMEs. Voluntary business
initiatives (such as corporate social responsibility) can contribute to ensure sustainable
economic and social development.
However, there is no single best solution that could be addressed by political leaders alone.
Relevant civil society actors, including employer- and employee organisations and higher
education establishments, need to become full partners.

2. NEVER STOP LEARNING
The moral duty entrusted to political leaders includes best possible use of society’s intellectual
resources for the sake of the common good and a sustainable future.
This has to include optimal involvement of youth. It can only happen when clear prospects
exist to nurture talents through their entire career.
It is crucial to stimulate an entrepreneurial mindset from an early age. Entrepreneurship
education and training must be an integral part of the school curriculum and life-long learning:
• basic education at secondary schools as well as vocational training;
• comprehensive curricula at university / business school level; and
• regular life-long training sanctioned by employer- and employee organisations.
Well-educated individuals will better appreciate and adapt to Europe’s global challenges and
be aware of their own responsibilities and prospects in this context.

3. MAKE EXPERIENCE COUNT
Success needs to build upon the practical orientation and societal relevance of the
comprehensive training in international management and foreign languages.
Exchange of experience about success and failure and social responsibility must be a part of
the “European model of training”. This will open the prospects to become successful and
socially responsible entrepreneur.
Such training must include transfer of practical experience and best practise from experienced
(or past) entrepreneurs to young individuals. Well-trained and motivated young individuals will
be able to choose their own way to become successful and socially responsible
entrepreneurs. The final choice remains in their hands.
The Round Table suggests to launch European-wide awareness campaigns promoting
entrepreneurship and demonstrating the value of the entrepreneurial career-path.
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EUROPE’S COMPETITIVENESS DILEMMAS
The EU is lagging behind its global competitors. The competitiveness gap is not improving.
Among the EU Member States, economic divergence is growing. Rich countries are getting
richer compared to the average and the poor are getting poorer. The efforts of the EU's to
achieve economic and social convergence and enhance its global competitiveness are in
question.
1

SMEs are the key to the solution. Entrepreneurs are of crucial importance in this respect.
However, in Europe, SMEs are facing challenges not of their own making and not enough
entrepreneurs are coming out of the educational systems to meet the needs.
A European paradox is that although there is high unemployment in Europe, up-to-date
skilled personnel is often lacking in high-tech sectors.
SMEs represent the biggest sector of the EU economy and produce considerably more
than half the EU's global GDP. With some 25 million enterprises employing around 80
million people. SMEs are responsible for the creation of more than every second new job.
Due to their small size lean structure, SMEs are generally more dynamic than big
enterprises. This makes them particularly important for job creation. If every SME in Europe
could employ one more person, the unemployment problem would be resolved.
But European SMEs are also vulnerable, often lacking risk-taking entrepreneurs and
access to capital. In addition, they are often hindered by read tape.
Europeans are generally risk-averse. Europeans have more aversion to self-employment
(to set-up micro enterprise). They are also less inclined to become entrepreneurs than their
competitors. As a result, entrepreneurial initiatives are less developed in Europe than in
competing economies (e.g. USA, China). This phenomenon is mainly due to fundamental
cultural and social differences and the inadequate attention paid to entrepreneurship
related training in Europe.
A single market for venture capital is absent in the EU. Lack of access to adequate venture
capital and guaranty facilities are posing major challenges to European SMEs. This is a
particular dilemma for high-tech start-up SMEs. The early stage capital market (businessangels) in Europe is considerably smaller than the corresponding market in the US,
representing less than one-fourth of its US equivalent. Only one in about 50 European
SMEs approaches a venture capital company to obtain financing.
Part of the explanation why Europeans are more reluctant to set up their own business can
also be found in the difficulties perceived in facing red tape. In some EU member states the
red tape is legendary and presents considerably difficulties for entrepreneurs, particularly
for new-starters and young individuals.
On the other hand, there are certain commonalities for countries that are internationally
successful. They are low on red tape, friendly to private enterprise, have an equitable tax
regime, an open and well-developed financing system, flexible labour market,
comprehensive training of skilled workers, and a modern network infrastructure.
At individual company level, more attention needs to be paid to social responsibility in
general. It necessitates a clear commitment to contribute to the common good and
economic development. Furthermore, such ethical behaviour should include contributing to
improvement of the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local
community and society at large. Nordic countries should serve as best-practice examples in
this context.
The Round Table wishes to stress that it is necessary to create more favourable attitudes
towards entrepreneurs by promoting them as role models, by celebrating their success, and by
reducing the fear of failure.

*
1

Individuals with ability to turn ideas into action, being creative, innovative and risk taking.
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BUDAPEST ROUND TABLE 2006
PARTICIPANTS
Stefanidis Andreas
Beatrix Batta
Alain Belaen
Krisztián Csapó
Péter Dankó
Carimati Fabrio
Torsten Glasius
Torbjørn Hansens
Gábor Hegyi
Gábor Herczeg
Patrick Huyghe
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Julia Herle
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Michal Korczynski
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Blaž Zupan

Young entrepreneur, Greece
Student in Entrepreneurship, University of Miskolc, Hungary
Owner & Manager, SUN Graphic Design Firm, Belgium
Assistant Lecturer, Corvinus University Budapest, Hungary
Owner & Managing Director, Akos'art Kft, Hungary
Project leader, Gruppo Giovani Imprenditori Confindustria, Italy
Co-ordinator, Hyben Vital International ApS, Denmark
CEO, Hyben Vital International ApS, Denmark
Owner & Managing Director of Firmus Mutare Ltd., Hungary
Deputy CEO, Corvinus Venture Capital Fund, Hungary
Directeur Productie en Projecten, Syntra West, Belgium
President, Small and Medium Entrepreneurs' Association, Croatia
Ph.D. Student, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia
Student in Business and International Studies, UBIS, Switzerland
Co-Founder & Co-Owner, Pracovnia Badan I Doradtzwa Re-Source, Poland
PhD student, University of Debrecen, Hungary
Ph.D. Student, University of Lausanne Law School, Centre for Business Law, Switzerland
Student in Economics, Petru Maior University, Tirgu Muresh, Romania
President & CEO, Atlantis Research Organisation, Greece
Young entrepreneur, Italy
Student in Project Management, University of Debrecen, Hungary
Co-Owner & Manager, Young Executives Society President, Parsek System, Slovenia
”Walloon of the year 2004”, Founder of the spin-off company NANOCYL, Belgium
Student in Management, Petru Maior University, Tirgu Muresh, Romania
Owner & Managing Director, Afford Translation and Interpreting Ltd, Hungary
Chairman, Cogating, France
Ph.D. Student in Entrepreneurship, Corvinus University Budapest, Hungary
Owner & Managing Director, Education and Business Consulting Ltd, Hungary
Psychology Ph.D., Kingston University, United Kingdom
Young entrepreneur, Hungary
Partner, Korral Partners A/S, Denmark
Ph.D. Student, Technical University of Kosice, Slovakia
Tutorial leader for Entrepreneurship, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia

MODERATORS
Prof. David Smallbone
Prof. János Vecsenyi

Small Business Research Centre, Kingston University, UK
Small Business Development Center, Corvinus University Budapest, Hungary

INTERNATIONAL ADVISERS
Prof. Tibor Asbóth
Dr. Gilbert Fayl
Ulric Fayl von Hentaller
Prof. Imre Hronszky
Prof. György Pethes
Dr. Antal Szabó
Prof. Péter Szirmai

Vice-President, Hungarian Section EASA
Secretary of External Affairs, EASA
Adviser to the President, EASA
University of Technology and Economics, Budapest, Hungary
Vice-President, Hungarian Section EASA
Scientific Director, ERENET
Head, Small Business Development Centre, Corvinus University Budapest, Hungary

*
The Budapest Round Table was organised by the European Academy of Sciences and Arts
(EASA) in collaboration with the following organisations: the Entrepreneurship Research and
Education Network of Central European Universities (ERENET), Corvinus University Budapest,
Central- and Southeast European Innovation Area Consortium (CEIA), and the Hungarian
National Commission for UNESCO.
Comments and recommendations presented in this document are solely of those who
participated in the round-table discussion. They do not represent the opinions of the participants’
organisations.
The organisers kindly thank the following organisations for their kind financial support: The Bank
of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation, Sweden; Korral Partners A/S, Denmark; Atlantis Research
Organisation, Greece; and Hungarian National Commission for UNESCO, Hungary.
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INSITUTIONAL PROFILE
THE BABEŞ-BOLYAI UNIVERSITY
The Babeş-Bolyai University is the oldest academic
institution in Romanian, which embodies the entire academic
tradition in Transylvania, inaugurated with the Jesuit College
founded by Prince István Báthory in 1581.
The Babeş-Bolyai University brings together the
cultural, scientific, and religious traditions in Transylvania . The
Babeş-Bolyai University has developed a multicultural
educational programme according to the legislation in force in
Romania and according to European values.
Babes-Bolyai" University is a modern institution which
acquired a remarkable fame by its long-time achievements at national and international level. Offering services
for more than 45,500 students in the 21 Faculties by means of 1,700 experienced teaching staff members,
"Babes-Bolyai" University joins at present the specialty academic associations from Europe and America. After 1989 the University entered the field of the great European research and education institutions by reasserting its multicultural character and becoming today - with its 21 Faculties, extensions in 18 towns and with
study programs for three levels (university degrees, advanced postgraduate studies and master's degrees, Ph.D.
degrees).
The Faculty of Economics and Business Administration is one of the most modern and dynamic faculties of the “Babes-Bolyai” University.
The young students are trained in the latest, most attractive and demanded economic specialisations –
levels College, BSc, MBA and Ph.D. – in a very modern teaching-learning environment; the curriculum aims
at providing the students with thorough knowledge both in the fundamental subjects of economics that define
the profession, and in other subjects – offered as elective courses – which present each student with the opportunity to acquire the specialisation they wish.
The students of the faculty rank high in the national and international competition (85% of the
graduates can find a place of work immediately on graduation) due to the quality of the teaching-learning
process, performed at European standards, which provides them with deep knowledge of economics (in new
and state of the art amphitheatres, classes and laboratories), information technology (in the 20 excellently
equipped laboratories which are connected to the Internet), and of at least two foreign languages (studied in
laboratories of high performance).
In deep accord with the preoccupations of the entire university for the development of a multicultural
academic training, our faculty runs courses in three different languages: Romanian (9 specialisations), Hungarian (Marketing, Finance and Banking, Economic Cybernetics – IT applied to Economics, Management and
Economy of Commerce, Tourism and Services), German (International Economic Relations) and English
(Finance and Bank).
After 1990, the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, deeply involved in the process of
innovation and modernisation at work within the “Babes-Bolyai” University, has been in continuing development. In this context, the specialisation offer has been diversified and modernised (BA level – 9 specialisations, college – 2 specialisations, and MBA level – 11 of which 3 in Hungarian language), numerous contacts
with the European and international academic and university media have been established, lines of study in
Hungarian and German have been inaugurated, MBA studies in foreign languages and in co-tutelage with
prestigious universities of France, England and Greece. At present, our faculty provides tuition for over 5,200
students (BA, MBA, Ph.D.).
The Campus, the first building owned by the faculty, offers excellent teaching-learning and scientific
research conditions; the 5 amphitheatres, 10 lecture rooms, 28 seminar rooms, 32 computer rooms, 2 marketing laboratories, 9 commodity trading laboratories, 4 foreign language study laboratories are designed and
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equipped at international standards. In addition, there are 110 offices for the teaching staff, 20 offices for the
administrative personnel, a modern student canteen and a library.

The Babes-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca,
Romania. The Faculty of Economics and Business
Administration.

Contact:

BABEŞ-BOLYAI University
str. Mihail Kogalniceanu nr. 1 RO- 400084 Cluj-Napoca
Tel: 40-264-40.53.00
Fax: 40-264-59.19.06
Email: staff@staff.ubbcluj.ro
Web: http://www.ubbcluj.ro

BABEŞ-BOLYAI University, Faculty of
Economics and Business Administration
Str. Teodor Mihali, Nr. 58-60
400591, Cluj Napoca
Tel: 40-0264-41.86.52 / 3 / 4 / 5
Fax: 40-0264-41.25.70
Email: econ@econ.ubbcluj.ro
Web: http://www.econ.ubbcluj.ro
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EUROPEAN MICROFINANCE NETWORK
Source: http://www.micro-credit.net/qui_sommes_nous_en.php

With the valuable support of the European Commission and the French Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (CDC), the European Microfinance Network (EMN) was launched by its founding members (AdieFrance, nef-UK and E&J-Germany) in April 2003. The EMN is a Non Governmental Organisation ("Association loi 1901, under the French legislation) and was officially registered in Paris on May 23rd 2003.
The creation of this network has proved to be an essential step in the promotion of microfinance in Western Europe, assisting the fight against unemployment and social exclusion through the development of
micro-enterprises. EMN includes both founding and added members, all of which are European organisations involved in European microfinance issues. Members of the network are either Full Members or Associated Members.
EMN Vision
The European Microfinance Network ENVISIONS a society in which all those who are financially and
socially excluded have access to the full range of financial services that empower them to improve their
lives. EMN will work to strengthen the bridge to the mainstream economy by encouraging a continuum of
financial services to assure the creation of wealth and the strengthening of social inclusion in Europe.
EMN Mission
The MISSION of EMN is to promote micro finance as a tool to fight social and economic exclusion and to
promote micro-entrepreneurship and self employment. This will be achieved by supporting the development of microfinance organisations through the dissemination of good practices and by improving the
regulatory frameworks for micro finance and self-employment and micro enterprises at the European Union and Member State levels.
The EMN charter spells out its commitment and its determination to work for the education of the microfinance industry in Western Europe in accordance with its values.
Under the active governance of its Board, EMN has adopted its first set of strategic objectives for the period 2004-2006. The EMN Secretariat was also established in order to co-ordinate and provide services
for its members.
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WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION
WIPO

About the SMEs Division
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) represent over 90 % of enterprises in most countries, worldwide. They are the driving force behind a large number of innovations and contribute
to the growth of the national economy through employment creation, investments and exports.
Despite the importance of SMEs for the vitality of the economy and the potential offered by the
IP system for enhancing SMEs competitiveness, SMEs often underutilize the IP system.
In October 2000, WIPO Member States endorsed a proposal to establish a substantial new program of activities, focusing on the intellectual property-related needs of SMEs worldwide.
WIPO’s program of activities for SMEs aims to encourage a more effective use of the intellectual
property system by SMEs worldwide. The program seeks to raise awareness of the relevance of
intellectual property for small and medium-sized business and promotes initiatives to make the IP
system more accessible, less cumbersome and more affordable for SMEs.
Main Objectives

WIPO’s SME initiative aims to:
•

Promote a more active and effective use of the intellectual property system by SMEs;

•

Strengthen the capacity of national governments to develop strategies, policies and programs to
meet the intellectual property needs of SMEs;

•

Improve the capacity of relevant public, private and civil society institutions, such as business and
industry associations, to provide IP-related services to SMEs;

•

Provide comprehensive web-based information and basic advice on IP issues to SME support institutions worldwide.

See WIPO’s SME brochure at http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/pdf/brochure.pdf

WIPO SMEs NEWSLETTER December 2006
By the SMEs Division of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)

WIPO SMEs Newsletter is a monthly e-publication providing readers with useful intellectual
property information contained in articles, case studies, forthcoming IP/SMEs relevant events,
published presentations featured on our web site. We hope you find it useful and informative. We encourage you to share the newsletter or items of interest with friends and colleagues.
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BEST PRACTICE
International IPR Advisory Program of the U.S. Government
This program of the U.S. Department of Commerce, which is implemented in cooperation with
the American Bar Association’s (ABA) Section of International Law and the Coalition Against
Counterfeiting and Piracy, allows American SMEs to request a free, one-hour consultation with a
volunteer attorney knowledgeable in industry IPR issues.
LINKS

Secure Supply Chain Best Practice Tool Kit: Protecting Businesses, Consumers and Brand
Identity
Many aspects of the counterfeiting problem are beyond the control of business. But one important area on which businesses can exert a large measure of control is the security of their supply
chain. This kit has been developed by the Coalition Against Counterfeiting and Piracy
(CAPC). It provides useful advice to businesses on how to prevent the production or sale of
counterfeit products by assessing their supply chain practices. It suggests a tool kit of best practices to improve the internal systems of the company, and to coordinate with other stakeholders
such as subcontractors and government authorities. This tool kit includes 11 case studies of
companies which are employing successful strategies to protect their products from counterfeiters.
Chemical Science Spin-outs from UK Universities-Review of Critical Success Factors
This report identifies the elements of a favorable climate for creating spin-out companies from
British universities. It recommends stronger cooperation for sharing best practices among TTOs,
the realistic provision of resources for IP filing and protection, and creation of UK-wide big science parks for shared ‘wet chemistry’ facilities and specialist equipment.
Best Practice Guide-Implementing the EU Copyright Directive in the Digital Age
This guide by Urs Gasser and Slike Ernst provides a set of specific recommendations for implementing the EU-Copyright Directive (EUCD) in national legislation. It deals with anticircumvention provisions, peer collaboration, universal access, and exceptions for political and
cultural participation.
Innovation, Intellectual Property and Competition - A Legal and Policy Perspective
This article by Dr Duncan Curley explains the policy of the European Commission as laid down
in Articles 81 and 82 of the EU Treaty. It examines the coherence of the EU competition policy
with respect to innovation and IPRs. It analyses three cases, including Microsoft, which deal
with the impact of competition rules on the exclusive rights provided by Intellectual Property.
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CALLS – EVENTS – NEWS

ICSB 2007 WORLD CONFERENCE
13-15 June 2006, Turku, Finland.

The theme for the conference is:

"At the Crossroads of East and West: New Opportunities for Entrepreneurship and Small
Business".
Despite its remote Northern location, Finland has been successful in
giving birth to world-class companies like Nokia and other technologyand knowledge-driven companies, and hence it offers an excellent location for discussions on opportunities emerging from technology,
knowledge and innovation for entrepreneurship and small business.
Historically, Finland has been part of both Sweden and Russia and in its
position between east and west, which are becoming increasingly united
with growing globalisation and international trade, and with the
enlargement of the EU and other forms of co-operation, it offers a
brilliant opportunity for discussing the impacts of globalisation and
increasing international co-operation on entrepreneurship and small
business.

CALL FOR PAPERS
see file: http://www.ecsb.org/icsb2007/abstract_submission/
The programme aims to target the different audiences of the Information Council for Small Business (researchers, educators, policy-makers and practitioners) explicitly in the programme by offering tracks both
for academic research papers and for practitioner- and policy oriented case studies as well as for research
and practical workshops.
1. Refereed academic abstracts
Abstracts of around 500-1000 words should be submitted through the online submission system and will
be subject for editorial consideration. All such submissions should succinctly explain:
- A research issue or problem
- Research methodology
- Possible conclusions
- Possible recommendations
ICSB 2007 is running a blind review process. In preparing your manuscript, do not include any information which could reveal your identity, or that of your co-authors. The title section of your manuscript
should not contain any author names, email addresses, or affiliation status. In the body of your submission, you should eliminate all direct references to your own previous work. Also, please do not disproportionately cite your own previous work. In other words, make your submission as anonymous as possible.
We need your cooperation in our effort to maintain a fair, blind reviewing process - and to consider all
submissions equally.
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2. Practitioner and policy-oriented case study abstracts
Abstracts of around 500-1000 words should be submitted through the online submission system and will
be subject for editorial consideration. All such submissions should succinctly explain:
- A practical issue or problem
- Solution to the issue / problem
- Possible conclusions
- Possible recommendations
3. Workshop proposals
In addition to the traditional paper presentations, we encourage the use of workshops, in which participants have open discussions. We especially encourage research teams and project networks to suggest a
theme for a workshop at the conference where the team or network members would present and discuss
their results with the wider audience.
Abstracts of around 1000-1500 words should be submitted through the online submission system and will
be subject for editorial consideration. All such submissions should succinctly explain:
- Aim for the workshop
- Working methods during the workshop
- Contributors in the workshop
- Intended audience (researchers, educators, policy-makers, practitioners)
Abstracts will be published in the conference proceedings.
The tracks of the conference will cover the following topics:
Community and social enterprise development
Consulting and advising SMEs
Corporate entrepreneurship
Entrepreneurship education
Entrepreneurship in developing and emerging economies
Ethics in entrepreneurship
Management in SMEs and new ventures
Minority, Ethnic entrepreneurship
Narrative and other novel approaches entrepreneurship research
Family businesses and transfer of businesses
Female entrepreneurship and women-owned businesses
Financing innovative new firms and small firms
Franchising
Incubators and science parks: Theory and practice
International entrepreneurship
“Informed” Intent? Enhancing Entrepreneurial Intentionality (Special Track: Full papers)
Private-public partnerships: entrepreneurship and the public sector
Public policy issues related to entrepreneurship and SMEs
Research methodology and theory development
Rural and regional entrepreneurship
Start-ups and growth of SMEs
Support networks for entrepreneurs and SMEs
Trust in entrepreneurship and small business
Technology, innovation and entrepreneurship, high-tech firms
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Youth / Third-age entrepreneurship
Other entrepreneurship or SME-related topic
Submit your abstract through the online submission system.
The deadline for submissions will be 20 January, 2007.
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2ND GLOBAL FORUM ON BUSINESS
INCUBATION IN HYDERABAD
Concluding four days of rich discussions, knowledge-sharing and
networking, participants at the 2nd Global Forum on Business Incubation and Innovation unanimously endorsed a set of recommendations affirming their commitment to work together with partners and their
Governments (national and regional) to support the development of a global network to facilitate innovation
and entrepreneurship through business incubation in the developing economies.
Regional Networks presented their Action Plans which will be implemented over the next year and a set of
activities were agreed for the global network. Forum proceedings, including copies of all presentations will be
available on the infoDev website by November 15.
The text of the Recommendations issued in Hyderabad follows:
We, the assembled delegates representing incubators and innovators from over 60 countries at the 2nd Global
Forum on Business Incubation held in Hyderabad, India from 6-10 November 2006, hereby thank:
• The Department of Science and Technology of the Government of India;
• The Information for Development Program (infoDev); and
• The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry
for hosting and organising such an auspicious, progressive and beneficial event.
We thank the Governments of Japan and Finland, other donors and the World Bank Group for making this
event possible by its financial support for the infoDev Incubator Initiative.
We confirm our commitment to work together with our partners and their Governments (national and regional) to support the development of a global network to facilitate innovation and ntrepreneurship through
business incubation in the developing economies.
We call on our Governments, stakeholders and the business incubation community to promote, accelerate
and enhance the impacts, lessons and recommendations as discussed at the Global Forum 2006 in Hyderabad.
There is also a need to strengthen and further enhance the impact of Business Incubation at the ‘intersection’
of innovation, entrepreneurship and cultural environments by:
• ·Enhancing policy-maker’s knowledge, understanding and support for Business Incubation and its
crucial role in facilitating the creation and growth of innovative SMEs for social and/or economic
benefit
• Addressing the financial and fiscal needs of growth enterprises, SMEs and Business Incubators by
providing established and innovative solutions
• Building capacity, leadership and management through training, mentoring, exchanges and secondments
• Maintaining and enhancing quality to enable continuous improvement
• Facilitating regional, national and global networking
Source: http://www.infodev.org/en/Project.42.html
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ESBA WELCOMES TWO NEW MEMBERS TO THE ALLIANCE
At its Board Meeting on 15 and 16 September in Amsterdam, ESBA welcomed
ERENET and The New Welfare Foundation to the Alliance.
ESBA is pleased to welcome the Entrepeneurship and Research and Education Network of Central European Universities (ERENET) as a new Member. During their visit to
The Slovak Republic, Slovenia and Hungary in July, ESBA President, Tina Sommer,
and Senior Brussels Representative Fred Soudain met Dr. Antal Szabo and Prof. Peter
Szirmai in Budapest and discussed future collaboration. ERENET's Membership of
ESBA was ratified by the Board in September. ERENET was launched in April 2005, following the UNECE Forum on Best Practice in Good Governance of SMEs a year earlier
in Geneva. The network comprises 33 universities, high-schools, research institutions
and government authorities dealing with SME research and entrepeneurship education
from 19 countries. It is an open-ended network, to further co-operation among the institutions in this area, to undertake co-operative projects, and to contribute to the common
intellectual capital in this field.
ESBA is also pleased to welcome The New Welfare Foundation (Den Nya Välfärden DNV) as a new Member. ESBA President Tina Sommer recently traveled to meet Mr.
Patrik Engellau, President of DNV, which had been introduced to ESBA by Gustaf Skulason, Director of Member organisation SENSE. Following a successful meeting, DNV's
application for Membership of ESBA was also agreed by the Board last month. DNV, 'a
think tank for its time,' is devoted to influencing public (and official) opinion about democracy, social welfare and private enterprise. It is non-partisan and, since 1988, has presented concrete proposals in more than 30 publications to bring about a new social welfare system and a Swedish nation that is friendlier toward entrepreneurs. DNV manages
projects such as The 4th of October for Entrepreneurship, the Commission for Competition, an Ombudsman for Business and the Stock Market for Entrepreneurs, to further the
aims of its proposals.
ESBA looks forward to long and fruitful collaboration with its new Members.

file: http://www.esba-europe.org/7BD9B/Two_new_Members_welcomed_by_ESBA.aspx
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Please note, that ESBA issued a new document highlighting its activities for 2006-2007. Those
who wish to get this publication in pdf format, please visit http://www.esbaeurope.org/CobraManagedFiles/ESBA_06_07_The_Way_Forward_FINAL.pdf
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EUROPEAN DOCTORATE
IN THE SOCIAL HISTORY OF EUROPE AND
THE MEDITERRANEAN
file: http://venus.unive.it/eurodoct/index.php

Project Overview
The European Doctorate in the Social History of Europe and the Mediterranean (ED) provides
qualitatively innovative research and training for early stage researchers. It is open to early stage
researchers in history and related disciplines researching on any period of Europe’s history, from
its classical origins to the present day. They should normally be undertaking a doctoral degree, or
actually engaged in research without being registered for a doctorate.
The ED is a consortium of departments of history and related disciplines in ten leading academic
institutions in different European countries. Coordinated by the Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia
(Italy), the network partners are: Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia (Italy); National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (Greece); Universität Bielefeld (Germany); Slovak Academy of Sciences (Slovakia); Rijksuniversiteit Groningen (Netherlands); Instituto de Ciências Sociais da
Universidade de Lisboa (Portugal); University College London (United Kingdom); Ecole Normale Supérieure de Paris (France); Universidad Pablo de Olavide de Sevilla (Spain); Södertörns
högskola (Sweden).
The ED is directed towards early stage researchers who can benefit from a period of mobility in
the doctoral school of one of the consortium universities in another country. Each researcher participates in the regular postgraduate training and research seminars of the host university, where
he/she is guided by a expert supervisor. At the beginning of the year, all researchers who have
been awarded a fellowship take part in an introductory seminar, together with academics from
each of the ED participant institutions; at the end of the academic year, a second seminar is held,
in which the ED fellows present the results of their research during their period of mobility and
assess its significance in terms of the overall trajectory of their research and training.
For doctoral students, in addition to the PhD granted by their home university, it is possible to
obtain a second diploma of the European Doctorate.
Eligibility criteria for applicants
The fellowships are specifically for early stage researchers who have obtained a degree that gives
them access to doctoral studies. They should normally be undertaking a doctoral degree in History or related fields; they may, however, be actively engaged in a research project without being
registered for a doctorate. These fellowships are not open to post doctoral researchers.
The following criteria are essential to be eligible for an ED fellowship, at the date of appointment:
Nationality
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Member State of the Community or Associated State or;
Third country if legal residence/main activity has been in a Member State or Associated
State for at least 4 years of the 5 years prior to the appointment.

Mobility
•
•

•

•

Nationality must be different from the State in which the host institution is located.
In case of multiple nationalities, the applicant could be hosted by an institution located in
the country of his/her nationality provided the applicant has not resided there during the
previous 5 years.
At the time of appointment, the legal residence/main activity may not have been in the
country of the host institution for more than 12 months in the 3 years immediately prior to
the appointment.
Applicants holding the nationality of a Member State or an Associated Candidate State
can carry out their research training activities in their country of nationality if they can
provide evidence testifying that their legal residence/main activity was in a third country
for at least 4 of the last 5 years immediately prior to the appointment.

Qualification and research experience
•

•

An applicant must be within the first 4 years (full time equivalent) of research activity
(including periods of research training) since gaining a university degree (or equivalent)
that gives access to doctoral studies in the country in which the degree was obtained. The
degree must entitle the holder to embark on doctoral studies without having to acquire any
further qualifications.
Applicants who have already obtained a doctoral degree are not eligible.

Please note that the candidate must have a good working knowledge of English. The
ability to communicate in the language of the host training site will be expected insofar
as it is necessary for the research project proposed.

Contact
The coordinating institution of the European Doctorate in the Social History of Europe and the
Mediterranean is the History Department of the Università Ca’ Foscari of Venice (Italy)
European Doctorate
Dipartimento Studi Storici
Università Ca' Foscari Venezia
San Marco 2546
30124 Venezia – Italy
Fax: +39-041-522 2517
http://www.unive.it/eurodoct
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STAGIAIRE PROGRAM AT THE SME UNION
The SME UNION, the Small and Medium Entrepreneurs Union of the European People’s Party, offers internships in general for a minimum of three months for students and young university graduates from European
countries. (See http://www.sme-union.org/subject/index.php?LAN=en&ID=6)
Be part of a young and dynamic team
The SME UNION’s stagiaire program is based on voluntary work, i.e. stagiaires are not paid. Students and
young graduates are welcome to apply for scholarships at their respective university, at a local authority’s
department dealing with scholarships and grants or European foundations such as Robert Schuman Foundations etc. For accommodation organizational assistance will be provided.
Work experience - Brussels from inside
The traineeship at the SME UNION is about how to create networks by communicating with representatives
of the SME UNION’s member organizations, Members of the European Parliament and officials at the European Commission. Projects include tasks such as organizing conferences and working breakfasts, briefing the
Secretary General about special topics and doing political research, writing reports for and designing the layout of the SME UNION’s periodical "The Entrepreneur", editing the electronic newsletter, updating the homepage and database, etc. Trainees will be able to experience the European institutions in Brussels and the way
they cooperate with each other from behind the scenes.
What we expect
If you fulfill the following criteria you can apply for an internship at the SME UNION:
· You should hold a university degree or be a student at an advanced level of your studies
· You must have a thorough knowledge of English. An adequate knowledge of one or two further languages
would be an advantage
· Computer literacy in Microsoft Office is a must
· You should not be older than 30. Since the SME UNION’s stagiaire program is aimed at students and young
graduates at the beginning of their careers, this age limit should not be regarded to be discriminatory.
Currently, the majority of applications come from candidates with qualifications in law, political science, international relations and economics. However, the SME UNION is also very keen on working together with
trainees having qualifications in e.g. computer sciences, journalism, energy management, business administration, financial management, multimedia, etc.
How to apply
Send your application in English including a European CV (see at
http://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/europass/home/vernav/Europasss+Documents/Europass+CV/navigate.ac
tion) and a motivation letter to sme@sme-union.org. If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us via Email or call +32 2 233 38 38.
No application deadline
There is no application deadline! Traineeships are granted depending on demand throughout the whole year.
Yet, applications should be sent three to six months in advance.
SME UNION – an excellent European politics network
The SME UNION is located in 1040 Brussels, Rue de Pascale 22, next to the European Parliament, in which
many of the stagiaire assignments have to be fulfilled.
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ONE IN SIX WORKERS SELF-EMPLOYED IN THE EU25
On 5 October 2006, EUROSTAT, the Statistical Office of the European Communities, published a
Report on the non-financial business economy (NFBE) No. STAT/06/133 which summarize the major
statistical data on SMEs in the EU25 countries.
Within the EU25, every sixth worker is self-employment accounting for 16% of total employment across
the NFBE in 2005, with 19% of men self-employed, compared with 11% of women.
Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), which employ less than 250 people, are the backbone of the
EU's economy, as they represented 99.8% of EU25 enterprises in 2003 and employed about two thirds of
the workforce:
• 30% in micro businesses (with less than 10 persons employed),
• 21% in small businesses (with a workforce of between 10 and 49 people), and
• 17% in medium sized enterprises (between 50 and 249 persons).
Among the Member States, the highest rates of self-employment in 2005 were registered in Greece (32%
of employment in NFBE), Italy (29%), Cyprus (24%) and Portugal (21%), while the lowest rates were
recorded in Latvia (7%), Estonia (8%), Denmark, Lithuania and Slovenia (all 9%).
30% of jobs are created by micro enterprises with less than 10 employees. In 2003, these enterprises created one fifth (21%) of the value added of the sector. Italy (47%), Poland (41%), Portugal (40%) and
Spain (39%) had the highest percentage of people employed in these micro businesses, while the smallest
shares were found in Slovakia (13%), Lithuania (18%), Denmark and Germany (both 20%).
Small enterprises accounted for 21% of jobs, ranging from 12% in Poland to 27% in Latvia.
Medium sized enterprises accounted for 17% of jobs and 18% of value added in the NFBE. They were
responsible for 27% of jobs in Lithuania, 26% in Latvia and 22% in Slovakia, and at the other end of the
scale, 12% in Italy and 15% in Spain and the United Kingdom.
Although only 0.2% of NFBE enterprises in the EU25 employed 250 or more people, they provided 33%
of jobs and generated 43% of value added. Slovakia (51%) had the largest percentage of persons employed in large enterprises, followed by the United Kingdom (46%) and Finland (41%). In all Member
States for which data are available, these large enterprises generated a larger share of value added than
jobs. The gap was largest in Poland (22 percentage points), Hungary (19 pp) and Portugal (16 pp).
Source:
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=STAT/06/133&format=HTML&aged=0&language=EN&g
uiLanguage=en
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Employment and self-employment in the non-financial business economy, 2005*
Total
employment
(1000)
EU25

Employment in NFBE
(1 000)
total

197 467 121 697

male

female

Self-employment in NFBE
(1 000)

Self-employed as % of employment in NFBE
total

total

male

79 653

42 044

19 426

14 866

female
4 560

16.0

male
18.7

female
10.8

Belgium

4 235

2 439

1 657

782

391

299

93

16.0

18.0

11.8

Czech Rep.

4 764

3 325

2 124

1 201

579

459

120

17.4

21.6

10.0

Denmark

2 752

1 564

1 037

526

146

120

25

9.3

11.6

4.8

Germany

36 353

22 860

14 565

8 295

2 657

2 024

633

11.6

13.9

7.6

607

410

236

174

32

24

8

7.7

10.0

4.7

Estonia

4 369

2 612

1 809

803

834

657

177

31.9

36.3

22.1

Spain

18 973

12 611

8 538

4 073

2 388

1 745

644

18.9

20.4

15.8

France

24 536

14 124

9 226

4 898

1 433

1 111

321

10.1

12.0

6.6

Ireland

1 952

1 221

810

411

191

162

28

15.6

20.0

6.9

22 563

15 032

10 254

4 778

4 321

3 293

1 028

28.7

32.1

21.5

348

214

139

76

51

42

9

24.0

30.6

11.9

Latvia

1 034

604

347

257

41

29

12

6.7

8.3

4.7

Lithuania

1 474

851

499

352

75

52

23

8.8

10.4

6.6

194

92

63

30

9

6

3

10.2

9.8

11.1

3 901

2 579

1 595

985

377

273

104

14.6

17.1

10.5

149

97

74

24

17

15

2

17.0

20.2

7.0

Greece

Italy
Cyprus

Luxembourg
Hungary
Malta
Netherlands

8 111

4 520

2 997

1 524

529

403

127

11.7

13.4

8.3

Austria

3 824

2 467

1 535

932

243

180

63

9.9

11.7

6.8

Poland

14 116

8 078

5 237

2 841

1 144

838

306

14.2

16.0

10.8

5 123

3 120

1 987

1 133

651

460

191

20.9

23.1

16.9

Portugal
Slovenia

949

619

386

233

57

44

13

9.2

11.5

5.4

Slovakia

2 215

1 494

946

547

224

179

45

15.0

18.9

8.2

Finland

2 401

1 443

928

515

169

127

42

11.7

13.7

8.1

Sweden

4 336

2 483

1 692

791

326

260

65

13.1

15.4

8.3

28 187

16 838

10 974

5 864

2 542

2 062

480

15.1

18.8

8.2

Bulgaria

2 982

1 974

1 137

838

216

153

62

10.9

13.5

7.5

Croatia

1 566

928

583

345

127

96

31

13.7

16.4

9.1

Romania

9 115

4 576

2 729

1 847

366

297

68

8.0

10.9

3.7

United Kingdom

Iceland

160

89

59

30

14

11

2

15.6

19.6

7.8

Norway

2 283

1 279

860

419

85

71

15

6.7

8.2

3.5

* age group 15+ (16 years and over in ES and UK, 15 to 74 years in DK, EE, HU, LV, SE, FI and NO, 16-74
in IS), who during the reference week did any work for pay, profit or family gain for at least one hour, or
were not at work but had a job or business from which they were temporarily absent. Croatia data refers to
the 2nd quarter of 2005 only.
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THE ERASMUS PROGRAMME CELEBRATES ITS 20TH
ANNIVERSARY
The ERASMUS programme was launched in June 1987 and 3244 participated in its
first academic year. Now, more than 150 000 people benefit each year from the
programme. The Commission and the 31 participating countries will celebrate its
20th anniversary throughout the year 2007.
The ERASMUS programme, which is arguably one of the best-known Community
actions, encourages student and teacher mobility, and promotes transnational
cooperation projects among universities across Europe. The scheme currently
covers nine out of every ten European higher education establishments. It was
named after Erasmus of Rotterdam (1466 – 1536), who was a Dutch humanist
and theologian.
ERASMUS has developed beyond just being an educational programme. It gives
many European university students the chance of living for the first time in a foreign country, and it has
reached the status of a social and cultural phenomenon. Well over 1.5 million students have so far benefited
from Erasmus grants, and the European Commission hopes to reach a total of 3 million by 2012.

SOCRATES - ERASMUS
the European Community programme in the field of higher education


ERASMUS is the higher education Action of SOCRATES II programme. It seeks to enhance the
quality and reinforce the European dimension of higher education by encouraging transnational
cooperation between universities, boosting European mobility and improving the transparency and
full academic recognition of studies and qualifications throughout the Union.



ERASMUS consists of many different activities; student and teacher exchanges, joint development of
study programmes (Curriculum Development), international intensive programmes, thematic networks between departments and faculties across Europe, language courses (EILC), European credit
transfer system (ECTS).



ERASMUS action is targeted at higher education institutions and their students and staff in all 25
Member States of the European Union, the three countries of the European Economic Area (Iceland,
Liechtenstein and Norway), the three candidate countries (Bulgaria, Romania and Turkey).



Currently 2199 higher education institutions in 31 countries are participating in ERASMUS.
Since the creation of ERASMUS in 1987, 1.2 million students have benefited of an ERASMUS study
period abroad. The ERASMUS budget for the year 2004 is more than € 187.5 million.



Overall responsibility for implementing SOCRATES/ERASMUS lies with the European Commission
(Directorate-General Education and Culture: Directorate B; Unit 4)

files: http://ec.europa.eu/education/news/erasmus20_en.html
http://ec.europa.eu/education/programmes/socrates/erasmus/erasmus_en.html
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THE EUROPEAN ENTERPRISE AWARDS:
EUROPEAN REGIONS AT THEIR
ENTREPRENEURIAL BEST
Thirteen finalists will be competing for the first edition of European Enterprise Awards (EEA) which
recognise and reward initiatives taken by local authorities to support entrepreneurship at regional
level. They represent a wide variety of projects, that successfully promote entrepreneurship
throughout Europe. A high level jury selected the best entries from 51 national nominees. The
finalists come from Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Italy, Norway Portugal, the Slovak Republic, Sweden and the United Kingdom (see IP/06/1446).
Winners will be announced on 7 December 2006 in Brussels at an Awards Ceremony which is cosponsored by the European Commission, the Committee of Regions and the Finnish Presidency.
The European Enterprise Awards reward public initiatives that help business take off and prosper. Over
400 local and regional authorities from all EU Member States, as well as from Bulgaria, Iceland, Norway
and Romania, competed in the national round of the European Enterprise Awards. The Awards were
launched in November 2005 to raise awareness of partnership activities between local administrations and
businesses and to highlight the role of entrepreneurial success in developing Europe’s economy.
The Awards are presented for excellence in six categories: Entrepreneurial Trailblazer for promoting an
entrepreneurial culture, Enterprise Support for supporting business, Red Tape Reduction for measures
to simplify administrative procedures, Investment in People for entrepreneurship education and Responsible Entrepreneurship for sustainable business practices. Finally, a Grand Jury Prize will be awarded
to the entry considered the most creative and inspiring entrepreneurship initiative in Europe.
The short listed candidates are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More than Marketing a City, Lienz, Austria
Teaching entrepreneurship, FREE, Wallonia, Belgium
Boosting the Skills of Minority Groups, Nova Zagora, Bulgaria
Centralizing Services, Chomutov, Czech Republic
Enterprise Training for the Unemployed, Ida-Viru, Estonia
Bringing the Centre to the front, Central Finland
Safeguarding Business Transfers, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Germany
The City invests in you, Rome, Italy
Graduate companies in higher education, Oslo, Norway
On-the-Spot-Firm, Coimbra, Portugal
Keeping tradition alive, Slovensky Grob, Slovak Republic
Rock City, Music meets Business, Hultsfred, Sweden
Bringing the Enterprise Spirit to Rural England, Welland, United Kingdom

For more information on the short listed candidates, see MEMO/06/459.
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/entrepreneurship/smes/awards/index_en.htm
Source: EC Reference: IP/06/1665 as of 01 December 2006
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Kis és
Középvállalkozások
Egyesülete

Draft INVITATION
(Speakers to be confirmed)

Better Regulation & SME Micro-Financing
Friday, 26th January 2007, 10.00-15.00h
Polgárok Háza – House of Citizens
Visi Imre utca 6, 1089 Budapest
Hungary

Simultaneous Translation in Hungarian and in English is provided

In cooperation with (tbc)

1

PROGRAM
10:00-10:30 Opening Remarks
•
•
•
•

Opening and Introductory Remarks by György BISZTRAY, President of KKVE (Hungarian SME
Union) (confirmed)
Welcome Statement by Peter JUNGEN, Co-President of the SME UNION of the EPP
Viktor ORBAN, former Prime Minister of Hungary, EPP Vice-President, Chairman of FIDESZ
Mihály VARGA, former Hungarian Minister of Finance

10:30 – 12:00 Panel 1: “Micro Financing SMEs in the European Union”
Keynote Speech: Ivan PILIP, Vice-President of European Investment Bank
Introduction and Moderation by Zsolt BECSEY, MEP, Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs
Impulse Statements
• Peter JUNGEN, Angel investor, Co-President of the SME UNION
• Michaela KOLLER, Member of the Management Committee, European Savings Banks
Group – World Savings Banks Institute
• Cindy FÖKEHRER, European Commission, National Expert, Policy Officer
• Sándor DEMJÁN, Presidency member of Eurocommerce, President of the National
Association of Entrepreneurs and Employers (VOSZ)
• Antal SZABO, Regional Adviser, United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
(confirmed)
• Márton BRAUN, MVA – Mikrohitel Program – Hungary
Discussion
12:00 – 13:00 Lunch Break

13:00 – 14:30 Panel 2: “Less & Better Regulation for Hungarian SMEs”
Introduction and Moderation by György BISZTRAY, President of KKVE (Hungarian SME Union)
(confirmed)
Impulse Statements
• Etelka BARSI-PATAKY, MEP, President of SME Women & Start ups, EP Committee on
Transport and Tourism (confirmed)
• László PARRAGH, President of Hungarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry
• Kristóf SZATMÁRY, MP, Party of Entrepreneurs
• Róbert KASSAI, Vice-President of Hungarian Association of Craftsmen’s Corporations
(confirmed)
• György SZŰCS, President of Hungarian Association of Craftsmen’s Corporations (confirmed)
• Ildikó GÁLL, Vice-President of FIDESZ
• Zoltán CSÉFALVAY, Professor of Andrássy Gyula University (confirmed)
• Hungarian Entrepreneur (tba)
Discussion
Closing Remarks: Patrick VOLLER, Secretary General of the SME UNION
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14:30-15:00 – Cocktail Reception
******
Parallel to the two Panel Discussions, all the participants will have the chance to visit and obtain
further information at our SME Micro-Finance Information Fair.
10:30-15:00 Information Fair: Different Ways of Micro Financing in Central Europe – Presentation of
best practice examples of national SME Micro-Finance programmes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Széchenyi Card – KA-VOSZ Plc. Hungary
MVA- Mikrohitel Program - Hungary
Midi Credit - Hungary
“Europe” Credit Program for Investments, Hungarian Development Bank
CzechInvest – Czech Republic
Raiffeisen Bank – Austria
NACHALA Found – Bulgaria
Bank Zachodni – Poland
Hypo-Alpe Adria – Serbia
For further details, please contact:

KKVE Hungary, Member of the SME UNION
Kuny Domokos utca 13-15.
H-1012 Budapest
Project Manager: Krisztina JEKKEL
Tel: +36 20 434 6619, Fax: +36 2636 2388
KKVE:T.:+36-1-391-7500; F.:+36-1-391-7501
admin@kkve.hu ; www.kkve.hu

SME UNION of the EPP
22, Rue de Pascale
1040 Brussels, Belgium
Project Manager: Krisztina JEKKEL
Tel: +32 2 233 38-34
Fax: +32 2 230 92 18
sme@sme-union.org
www.sme-union.org
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LITERATURE AND HISTORY CORNER
Stephen III of Moldova
Stefan cel Mare voivode, prince of Moldova (1457-1504).

His reign almost half a century includes everlasting pages
in the struggle for the country independence and
development and implicitly for the reconstruction of the
antiottoman front of the Romanians.

Stephen the Great (Romanian: Ştefan cel Mare; Ştefan cel Mare şi
Sfânt, "Stephen the Great and Holy" in more modern
versions) was Prince of Moldova between 1457 and 1504.
During his reign, he turned Moldova into a strong state and
maintained her independence against the ambitions of
Hungary, Poland, and the Ottoman Empire, which all sought
to subdue the land. Stephen achieved fame in Europe for his
long resistance against the Ottomans. He was victorious in 34
of his 36 battles, and was the first to inflict a decisive victory
against the Ottomans at the Battle of Vaslui, after which Pope
Sixtus IV deemed him Athleta Christi (Champion of Christ) — a
title previously awarded to Skanderbeg and John Hunyadi. He
was a man of religion and displayed his piety when he paid the
debt of Mount Athos to the Porte, ensuring the continuity of
Athos as an independent state.
Early life and rise to power
Stephen the Great (Romanian icon)

Stephen was born in Borzeşti, near the town of Bacău, as a
member of the ruling Muşatin family. His father Bogdan II had ruled Moldavia for two years (1449 to 1451)
before being killed in battle by Stephen's uncle, Petru Aron. Between 1451 and 1457, Moldavia was turmoiled
by civil war between Petru Aron and Alexandrel - a nephew of Alexandru cel Bun.
Following the outbreak of the conflict, Stephen took refuge to Transylvania, seeking the protection of military
commander John Hunyadi. In 1456, he moved to the court of Vlad III of Wallachia and, in 1457, managed to
receive 6,000 horsemen as military assistance, putting them to use in a victorious battle against Petru Aron at
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Doljeşti, nearby the Moldavian princely court in Suceava. Aron fled to Poland and on April 14, while Stephen
was crowned Prince. Two years later, he led an incursion into Poland in the search for Aron, but was met with
resistance. Instead, a treaty was signed between Moldavia and Poland, through which Stephen recognized
King Kazimierz IV Jagiellon as his suzerain, while Aron was barred from entering Moldavia.
Rule

Menaced by powerful neighbours, he successfully repelled an invasion by the Hungarian King Matthias
Corvinus, defeating him in the Battle of Baia (in 1467), and invaded Wallachia in 1471 (the latter had by then
succumbed to Ottoman power and had become a vassal). When the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed II launched a
retaliation attack on Moldavia, Stephen defeated the invaders at the Battle of Vaslui in 1475, a victory which
temporarily halted the Turkish advance into the Balkans.
Stephen was defeated at Războieni (Battle of Valea Albă) the next year, but the Ottomans had to retreat after
they failed to take any significant castle (see siege of Cetatea Neamţului) and after a plague started to spread in
the Ottoman army. Stephen's search for European assistance against the Turks had little success, but his
determination "to cut off the pagan's right hand" won him the acclaim of Sixtus IV - the title Athleta Christi.
After 1484 Stephen had to face not only new Turkish onslaughts, but also the Polish and Hungarian designs
on Moldavian independence. Finally in 1489 he concluded a treaty with Sultan Beyazid II that preserved
Moldavia's self rule, at the cost of an annual tribute to the Turks. From the 16th century on, the Principality of
Moldavia would spend three hundred years as an Ottoman vassal.
Though it was marked by continual strife, Stephen's long reign brought considerable cultural development; no
less than 44 churches and monasteries were erected by Stephen himself, some of which are now part of
UNESCO's World Heritage.
Stephen was seen as holy by many Christians, although it is said that he fathered more than 20 illegitimate
children. He has been canonized by the Romanian Orthodox Church under the name "The Right-believing
Voivod Stephen the Great and the Saint".
Stephen died in Suceava, and is buried in the Monastery of Putna.
Compiled by Iulia Iabanji
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